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Dynamic simulation, based on modelling, has a significant role during to the process of
vehicle development. It is especially important in the first design stages, when relevant
parameters are to be defined. Powertrain mounting system is exposed to thermal loads
which can lead to its damage and degradation of characteristics. Therefore, this paper
attempts to analyse a conversion of mechanical work into heat energy by use of a method
of dynamic simulation. Bearing in mind the most frequent application of classic mechanical and hydraulic powertrain suspension in modern trucks, this paper will
present analyses of thermal load of a vehicle manufactured by the domestic
manufacturer FAP. The issue of heat dissipation from the powertrain mounting system
has not been taken into consideration. The experimental verification of the results will be
done in next investigations.

1.

INTRODUCTION

As it is known, the vibration and noise from the powertrain of
the vehicle are transmitted to the vehicle structure. In order to reduce
this effect to a satisfactory measure, the powertrain is to be elastically
linked to the vehicle structure. In the opposite direction, the same
system absorbs vibration excitations coming from the road, and
passing through the vehicle suspension system to the powertrain.
Kinetic energy of the powertrain, which is a result of vibration, causes
a mechanical work in powertrain mounts which is transformed into
thermal energy [1].
In practice, in the stage of vehicle development, powertrain
mounting system are chosen from the condition of damping of
vehicle vibrations, but in order to avoid the negative impact on the
function, thermal loads should be taken into consideration [2, 3]. The
goal is to convert, as much as possible, the mechanical work received
from the ground and powertrain into thermal energy which will be
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transferred to the environment and thus provide the cooling of
powertrain mounting system. Wrong selection of mount
characteristics, from the standpoint of thermal loads, can cause rapid
degradation of its properties during service life. Excessive amount of
heat energy, eventually kept "inside" the mounts, would cause rapid
deterioration of sealing elements and loss of function of the damping
element.
Tests have shown that the mechanical work is partly converted
into the heat which is transferred to the mounts, and the remaining
amount of heat delivery is transferred to the environment, thus cooling
the powertrain mounting system. Mathematically, it can be displayed
by the formula [3-7]:

A  Qt  Q f  Qe
where:
–
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A - mechanical work (equal to the quantity of heat),
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–
–
–

Qt - quantity of heat transferred to the mount body,
Qf - quantity of heat transferred to the working fluid (in the
case that it exists), and
Qe - quantity of heat transferred to the environment.

The work of the force in the mount is of relevance because it
enables the analysis of its transformation into heat energy. The work
of force in the mount is experimentally measurable, but it is hard to
measure the amount of heat released from the mount [1, 2]. This
phenomenon is complex and difficult to measure in test conditions
because it is known that a part of the generated energy is distributed
to the mount elements, working fluid (in case it exists), etc. In
addition, the nature of heat transfer from the mount to the
environment is very complex. Heat transfer is carried out by
convection, as dominant, also by conduction and radiation [2].
From the point of maximal cooling, proper selection of mounts
requires a comprehensive analysis of the transformation of mechanical
energy into heat. Method of transformation of mechanical energy into
heat is largely determined by the mount design. It is not possible
to influence directly on the conduction of heat and radiation from the
mount. It is necessary to increase the influence of the heat transfer by
convection from the mounts to the surrounding environment, as
dominant appearance. The idea is to utilize convection flow of air
around the mount with the least complexity of the structure. In
practice, this solution is rarely used, but can be applied. Making some
kind of air deflectors on the elements of the body should increase the
effect of convective heat transfer to the environment.
Note that the objective of this study was not to analyse
the cooling of the powertrain mounts, but only thermal load to
which it is exposed. Therefore, it was deemed expedient to analyse the
heat which is obtained by converting mechanical work into heat
energy per time unit. Mechanical work in powertrain mounting
system was calculated by use of mechanical powertrain model, which
will be discussed below.
This research does not take into account thermal load caused
by the engine combustion process, which is transmitted to the mounts,
because this load does not arise from vibration. To be more specific,
only thermal stresses that result from mechanical work of elastodamping forces in mounts were analysed.
As it is known, conventional mounts consist of rubber-metal
elements, with the damping effect coming from the tire hysteresis, and
further having hydraulic damping of the oil flow.
It is well known that vibrations of the power train are
investigated in detail [8,14]. However, there are very rare cases of
research of the power train mounts thermal loads. Classic power train
mounts consist of metal-rubber elements, with damping coming from
rubber hysteresis and additional hydraulic damping from the oil
streaming through them. Considering the presence of classic –
mechanical and hydraulic power train mounting systems in modern
trucks, analysis of power train mounting thermal loads of a FAP 1213
vehicle [8] was conducted. Bearing in mind that cooling of the
powertrain mounts is very complicated, the experimental verification
of the thermal powertrain mounts will be done in next investigation.
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2.

MODEL OF POWERTRAIN

In the literature, depending on the task to be solved, we can
find different models of mechanical powertrains. From [9,10-15] it is
well known that during the analysis of the problem of transferring
dynamic loads from the powertrain to the freight vehicle frame,
vibration of cab and cargo box may be neglected. To be more precise,
the analysis shall include only the vibration motion of the vehicle
powertrain and related
excitations of the vehicle frame For the sake of illustration, Fig. 1.
shows scheme of powertrain suspension of a FAP freight vehicle [8].
Powertrain, as a rigid body in space, has six degrees of
freedom (three translations and three rotations) [9,10, 11-13, 15-20]. In
order to describe its spatial movement, a Cartesian coordinate system
with the origin in the CG of the powertrain will be adopted, initially in
steady state. One of axis is parallel to the axis of the engine crankshaft,
while the other two are perpendicular to the first one [9,21-24]. The
adopted coordinate axes will be called CG geometric axes, and they
are, at the same time coinciding with the axes which are often used by
powertrain manufacturers [8,9]. It should be pointed out that the use of
geometric CG axes leads to the application of centrifugal moments of
inertia, but in order to simplify the analysis, it was found appropriate to
introduce the assumption that they are, at the same time, the major
axes of inertia. Powertrain performs spatial vibrations as a result of the
excitations from the frame (originally coming from the road
unevenness and frame vibration as an elastic system), as well as
uneven engine running, inertial forces and torques of rotating masses,
etc.
For describing the vibrational motion of the powertrain, two
coordinate systems will be adopted [9, 14], see Fig. 2:
• stationary, and
• movable, fixed to the powertrain.
The motion of the powertrain in the space is defined with three
coordinates X, Y, Z, and rotation of the powertrain around CG (as a
fixed point) is defined by three angles: -roll, -pitch and -yaw.

Fig. 1 Scheme of powertrain suspension of the observed freight
vehicle
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–

Mu , Mv, Mw – projections of torques of the excitations,
engine torque, and mounts of the powertrain for axes u, v
and w.

For the sake of simplification, it will be assumed that the
angular motions of the powertrain are small [14] what may enable the
application of the relations [9, 11, 18, 21-23]:

𝜔𝑢 = 𝜑 𝜔𝑣 = 𝜃 𝜔𝑤 = 𝜓
In order to calculate forces in the mounts, it is necessary to
define their deformations and deformation velocities. Bearing in mind
the adopted coordinate systems, motion of any point on the
powertrain is given in the equation in a matrix form [9-11]:
r=rC+LrA
(8)

Fig. 2 Coordinate systems introduced to describe motion of the
powertrain

where:

𝑋
𝑟𝐶 = 𝑌
𝑍

Newton-Euler equations are applied to describe spatial motion
of the powertrain [11].

𝑎𝑖
𝑟𝐴 = 𝑏𝑖 (10)
𝑐𝑖

..

M X C   X i (2)

𝑐2𝑐3 𝑠1𝑠2𝑐3 𝑠1𝑠3 − 𝑐1𝑠2𝑐3
𝐿 = −𝑐2𝑠3 −𝑠1𝑠2𝑠3
𝑐1𝑠2𝑠3
𝑠2
−𝑠1𝑐2
𝑐1𝑐2

..

M Y C   Yi

(3)

..

M Z C   Zi

(9)

(11)

In the expression (11) s and c are cosine and sinus of the
respective angles, respectively.

(4)

For small angles the following expression can be written:

1 𝜓 −𝜃
𝐿 = −𝜓 1 𝜑
𝜃 −𝜑 1

𝐼𝑢 𝜔𝑢 − 𝐼𝑢𝑣 𝜔𝑣 − 𝐼𝑢𝑤 𝜔𝑤 + 𝐼𝑤 𝜔𝑤 − 𝐼𝑢𝑤 𝜔𝑢 − 𝐼𝑣𝑤 𝜔𝑣 𝜔𝑣 −
𝐼𝑣 𝜔𝑣 − 𝐼𝑢𝑣 𝜔𝑢 − 𝐼𝑣𝑤 𝜔𝑤 𝜔𝑤 =

𝐹
𝑀𝑢 𝑖 (5)

𝐼𝑣 𝜔𝑣 − 𝐼𝑢𝑣 𝜔𝑢 − 𝐼𝑢𝑤 𝜔𝑤 + 𝐼𝑢 𝜔𝑢 − 𝐼𝑢𝑣 𝜔𝑣 − 𝐼𝑢𝑤 𝜔𝑣 𝜔𝑤 −
𝐼𝑤 𝜔𝑤 − 𝐼𝑢𝑣 𝜔𝑢 − 𝐼𝑣𝑤 𝜔𝑣 𝜔𝑢 =

𝐹

𝑀𝑣 𝑖 (6)

Similarly, and bearing in mind the low vibration of a vehicle,
the expression can be written:
r0=rc0+L0rB

𝐼𝑤 𝜔𝑤 − 𝐼𝑢𝑣 𝜔𝑢 − 𝐼𝑣𝑤 𝜔𝑣 + 𝐼𝑣 𝜔𝑣 − 𝐼𝑢𝑣 𝜔𝑢 − 𝐼𝑣𝑤 𝜔𝑤 𝜔𝑢 −
𝐼𝑢 𝜔𝑢 − 𝐼𝑢𝑣 𝜔𝑣 − 𝐼𝑢𝑣 𝜔𝑤 𝜔𝑣 =

𝐹

𝑀𝑤𝑖

(7)

where:
M - powertrain mass,
–
–
–
–
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𝑋𝐶 , 𝑌𝐶 , 𝑍𝐶 –projections of powertrain accelerations on axes
of the moving coordinate systems,
𝑋𝑖 , 𝑌𝑖 , 𝑍𝑖 – projection of excitation forces and reactions of
respective powertrain mounts,
Iu, Iv, Iw, Iuv, Iuw, Ivw – moments of inertia for the respective
coordinate axes,
𝜔𝑢 , 𝜔𝑣 , 𝜔𝑤 , 𝜔𝑢 , 𝜔𝑣 , 𝜔𝑤 -the angular velocities and
accelerations for axes u, v and w,

(12)

(13)

𝑋0
𝑟𝑐0 = 𝑌0
𝑍0

(14)

𝑎𝐵𝑖
𝑟𝐵 = 𝑏𝐵𝑖
𝑐𝐵𝑖

(15)

1
𝜓0 −𝜃0
𝐿0 = −𝜓0 1 𝜑0
𝜃0 −𝜑0 1

(16)

where XO, YO and ZO - coordinates relative to the origin of the movable
coordinate system of the vehicle frame.
Since the dimensions of the mounts are small relative to the
powertrain, the following can be written:
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𝑎𝑖
𝑟𝐴 ≈ 𝑟𝐵 → 𝑟𝑖 = 𝑏𝑖
𝑐𝑖

(17)

Deformation of the i-th mount is defined by the following
matrix equation [9, 11]:

∆𝑖 = 𝑟 − 𝑟0 = 𝑟𝑐 − 𝑟𝑐0 + 𝐿 − 𝐿0 𝑟𝑖

group), and centrifugal and tangential forces acting on the movable
bearing of the crank shaft knee. When balancing the inertial forces of
the piston group mass (in the ideal case, if a force is developed into
Fourier series), the inertial forces of the second and higher orders stay
unbalanced. It is noted that in case when there are differences in the
masses of the piston groups for each cylinder, there are also
unbalanced forces of the first order (in this considered case, the
masses have been equal to each other).

(18)

Substituting the corresponding expressions and rearranging
leads to the expressions:

Assuming that harmonics of a higher order can be ignored,
the unbalanced inertial force of the observed engine can be expressed
in the form [14, 24]:

ΔX 𝑖 = 𝑋 − 𝑋0 + 𝑏𝑖 𝜓 − 𝜓0 − 𝑐𝑖 𝜃 − 𝜃0 (19)
ΔY𝑖 = 𝑌 − 𝑌0 + 𝑎𝑖 𝜓 − 𝜓0 + 𝑐𝑖  − 0 (20)

Fin=4mr 2 cos 2t

ΔZ𝑖 = 𝑍 − 𝑍0 − 𝑎𝑖  − 0 − 𝑏𝑖  − 0 (21)

(27)

where:

Mount deformation velocities can be obtained by
differentiating the previous expressions:

-

mr – reduced mass of the piston group,

Δ𝑋𝑖 = 𝑋 − 𝑋0 + 𝑏𝑖 𝜓 − 𝜓0 − 𝑐𝑖 𝜃 − 𝜃0 (22)

-

r – radius of the crankshaft crank,

Δ𝑌𝑖 = 𝑌 − 𝑌0 + 𝑎𝑖 𝜓 − 𝜓0 + 𝑐𝑖 𝜑 − 𝜑0 (23)

-

 - angular velocity of the engine crankshaft,

Δ𝑍𝑖 = 𝑍 − 𝑍0 − 𝑎𝑖 𝜃 − 𝜃0 − 𝑏𝑖 𝜑 − 𝜑0 (24)

-

 - crankshaft radius and connecting rod ratio, and

-

t – time.

In the literature [19, 20] there are many mathematical models
of powertrain mounts, which are essentially more or less complicated.
Bearing in mind the objective of this study was a comparative
analysis of thermal loads in mounts, it was estimated to be acceptable
to apply more simplified expressions for approximation of forces in
the mounts.
Forces in elastic mounts are assumed in the form [9]:

𝐹𝑐𝑖 = 𝑐𝑖1 Δ𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖2 ∆2 + 𝑐𝑖3 ∆3

Using basic knowledge of the vector theory and postulates of
statics, and taking into account Figs 2 and 3, the torque resulting from
the inertial force is defined by the equation (8) [9]:

𝑀𝐹𝑖𝑛 =

(25)

𝑣0
𝑢0
𝑤0
𝑎𝐸
𝑐𝐸
𝑏𝐸
−𝐹𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾 𝛾 𝐹𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾

(28)

wherein the expressions in (9) are harmonized with the Fig. 3.

where:
ci, ci1, ci2 and ci3 – stiffness coefficients, and
i – relative deformation of the mount.

-

Damping forces in the mounts are assumed in the form [9]:

𝐹𝑎𝑖 = 𝑘𝑖1 Δ + 𝑘𝑖2 Δ2 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 Δ

Centrifugal force is partially balanced the counter-weights, or
by use of other methods, of which there will be no more to say, but
readers are advised to see [24].
Tangential force causes engine torque, which, due to its
variation has a variable value (unevenness is partially reduced by the
engine flywheel) [24].

(26)

where:

-

In the absence of precise information, it will be assumed that
the torque acting on the powertrain can be described by expression [9]:

ki1, ki2 –damping coefficients,

M=-Mei0im (0.95+0.1rnd)

∆ - relative velocity of the mount deformation, and

where:

sign - respective mathematical function.

Powertrain vibrations also depend on the unbalance of the
running engine (torques and inertial forces).
In the specific case of a four-stroke four-cylinder in-line
diesel engine was used with a crankshaft whose kranks lie in the same
plane (the angle 180). Forces occur in the reciprocating mechanisms
[24] that drive the piston (gas forces and inertial forces of the piston
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(29)

-

Me – engine torque,

-

i0 – driving axle ratio,

rnd – random numbers uniformly distributed in the interval
[0,1].
The vibration of powertrain impacts the vibration of the
vehicle frame, which is of random nature [9,14]. Bearing in mind that

30 June 2018
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the complexity of the vehicle spatial model exceeds the needs of this
study, it is estimated to be appropriate in this specific case not to use
the frame vibration excitations based on the vehicle model, but to use
already adopted broadband excitation functions in the following form:
excitation = max (rnd- 0.5)
(30)
where:
–
max = 0.01 m, rad
–
rnd- has the same meaning as mentioned in description of
the engine torque.
Projections of the generalized forces include all the
components of forces and torques of the corresponding mount in the
direction of the observed axes (for mounts 1 to 4), the engine inertial
forces and torques and unbalanced inertial forces, as well as the active
suspension force which, does not have the corresponding torque due to
the assumption that it acts in the powertrain C.G.
Bearing in mind the expressions (1-27), differential equations
of motion of the powertrain can be written in the form:

𝑀𝑢 =

𝑋𝑖

3.

THERMAL
SYSTEM

𝑀𝐹𝑢

(32)

𝑀𝑣 =

𝑌𝑖

(33)

OF

MOUNTING

Due to the relative motion of sprung and unsprung masses,
mechanical work is being done in mounts, which is equivalent to the
amount of produced heat, Q [2]. Mechanical work (the amount of heat)
is defined by the expression [2-7]:
s

T

A   Fm  t   dzrel   Fm  t   zrel  dt ,
0

(37)

0

where:
•

Fm  t 

•

z rel

•

zrel - relative velocity of deformation (time derivatives of

•

displacements) given by eqns (22-24) and
t – is time.

(31)

𝐼𝑢 𝜑 =

LOAD

- is elasto-damping force in the mount,

– is deformation of the mount, eqns (19 - 21),

Mechanical power,

P  t  , that is equivalent to heat flux, is

the first derivative of mechanical work with respect to time:

𝐼𝑣 𝜃 =

𝑀𝐹𝑣

(34)

𝑀𝑤 =

𝑍𝑖

(35)

𝐼𝑤 𝜓 =

𝑀𝐹𝑤

(36)

P (t ) 

dA
dt

Average power,

(38)

Pav

, is given by expression [10]:

T

A 1
Pav    P(t )  dt ,
T T0

(39)

where T is the monitoring period. Average power turns into heat, with
dominant convection [10]:

P    S   ,

(40)

where:
Fig. 3 Inertial force and engine torque

•
•

where:
Fin – resulting inertial force of piston group,
Me – engine torque,
E – acting point of the resulting force and its coordinates
related to the moving coordinate system,
 - engine inclination (in the observed case 0).

•

 - is heat transfer coefficient,
S - convection area and
 - is temperature difference between the mounts and
surrounding air.
As already noted, the analysis of heat transfer from the

mount has not been carried out in the paper, because the values of
and

Si

i

are not known, and it requires very extensive experimental

studies to determine these values, which will certainly be the subject of
special attention in the future.

5 | Page
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Since all four power train unit mounts had the same
characteristics, the analysis of collective thermal loads was conducted.

4. NUMERICAL
SIMULATION
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Table 3. Stiffness of the applied conventional and hydraulic mounts

AND

On the basis of the expressions (1-40), it can be seen that the
differential equations describing the spatial vibration of the vehicle
powertrain are non-linear and should be solved numerically, by use of
the method Runge-Kutta, and by use of a software developed by the
authors, in Pascal. The integration was carried out with the time
increment of 0.0001 s, in 524288 points. This enabled reliable analysis
in the domain 0.019-5000 Hz [25]. It is obvious that the domain is
much broader than range of excitations from the running engine and
the entire vehicle powertrain. Integration of differential equations is
carried out in case of using conventional and hydraulic mounts.

Maximal engine power, kW
Maximal engine speed, min-1
Maximal engine torque, Nm
Engine speed at max. engine torque, min-1
Vehicle mass, kg
Powertrain mass, kg
Moments of inertia Ix/Iy/Iz, kgm2
Driving axle gear ratio, Transmission ratio in direct gear, -

100
2600
428
1300
12000
1680
85/35/72
3.83
1

ci2, N/m2

ci3, N/m3

X

1200000

250000

60000

Y

1200000

250000

60000

Z

1200000

250000

60000

In the absence of accurate data, damping characteristics of the
mounts are approximately defined on the basis of the support stiffness
and mass carried by those [11], and are given in Tab. 4.
Table 4. Assumed damping characteristics of the mounts

The parameters of the observed vehicle and its powertrain
given in Tab. 1, and the coordinates of the connection points (mounts)
in Tab. 2.
Table 1. Characteristic parameters of the vehicle FAP 1213 and its
powertrain

ci1, N/m

ki1 (mechanical/
hydraulic), Ns/m
620/62000
620/62000
620/62000

X
Y
Z

ki2 (mechanical/
hydraulic), Ns2/m2
1/100
1/100
1/100

In this paper it is assumed that the frame has six identical
excitations in the time domain (eq. 30). For the illustration, vertical
vibration excitations of the powertrain, derived from the frame
vibration are shown in Fig. 4. It is obvious that the excitations are very
dynamic, and so large thermal load of the powertrain mounts should be
expected.
.

Table 2. Engine mounts coordinates
Mount
position 
Mount 1
Mount 2
Mount 3
Mount 4

a, m

b, m

c, m

0.5
0.5
-0.5
-0.5

0.4
-0.4
0.4
-0.4

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

Mechanical and hydraulic mounts have identical stiffness in
the direction of the axes X, Y and Z, which are determined by the tests
performed in FAP [8], as shown in Table 3.
Fig. 4 Illustration of the frame excitation
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Results of the dynamic simulation are shown in the time
domain. To illustrate, Fig. 4 gives the variation of displacements in
case of use of hydraulic mounts. Analysis of the data concerning
classical and hydraulic mounts, partially shown in Fig. 5, in the time
domain, shows that the type of the applied mounts affects the character
and the amplitude of the monitored displacement of the powertrain.

Fig. 7 Heat flux depending on the type of mounts

Table 5. Statistical data on heat flux

Fig. 5 Powertrain displacements in case of hydraulic mounts

Mounts

Min,
W

Max, W

Classical

2.494
102
2.570
102

2.973
108
1347
1010

Hydraulic

Summarized thermal loads (for all forces and torques
components and for all four mounts) are calculated using the Eqs (240) and the results are shown in Figs 6 and 7, wherein the values in
Fig. 6 for the amount of heat are given in the log scale.

Mean
value,
W
2.271
107
1.038
109

Effective
value,
W
3.
438 107
1.
609 109

The analysis of Fig. 6 shows that mechanical mounts suffer from
approximately 45 times lower thermal loads then the hydraulic (for
52 s, classical about 1.19x109 J, and hydraulic about 53.69x109 J).
This is understandable bearing in mind that hydraulic mounts, in
addition to hysteresis in the rubber, have the additional fluid flow
within the mount. Fig. 6 shows that the amount of heat increases with
time and that in the absence of cooling, they would experience a
degradation of the shape and characteristics.
Fig. 7 shows how the heat flux depends on the time. It is obvious that
it changes stochastically over time, so for the sake of the analysis, it is
necessary to calculate some characteristic statistical values given in
Tab. 5 [25,26].

Fig. 6 Quantity of heat (mechanical work) depending on the type of
mount
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Analysis of the data from Tab. 5 shows that the heat flux is much
higher in hydraulic, that in the conventional suspension of powertrain.
This indicates a greater possibility of degradation of characteristics of
hydraulic mounts compared to the classical. Therefore they are bigger
in size than the classical. It should be pointed out that such high
values of thermal flow are a result of rigorous excitations of vehicle
frame that were used in the simulation. In practice, they are
significantly milder, and consequently the real thermal load of the
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powertrain mounts. However, the research is carried out to determine
the ratio of the thermal load of classic and hydraulic supports, with by
use of models, so the obtained results can be adopted only as an
orientation, which is acceptable in the initial design phase of the
truck. It should be mentioned that hydraulic mounts have significantly
better performance when vibrations of the powertrain are in question
[9].

5. CONCLUSIONS
The research shows that mechanical models can perform analyses of
the impact of powertrain supports features on their thermal loads.
Analyses showed that the hydraulic supports are significantly more
exposed to heat load than the conventional. Bearing in mind the
thermal loads, as well as a more complex structure, the less frequent
application of hydraulic supports at the freight vehicles powertrain is
expected. In order to verify the obtained results the experimental
research should be carried out in the future.
Based on the research results the following conclusions can made:
The proposed model of powertrain can be used for the simulation of
thermal load of freight vehicle powertrain mounts,
The hydraulic mounts of powertrain are subjected to a significantly
greater thermal load than the conventional, and
Bearing in mind the extent of the existing thermal loads, as well as a
more complex design, the application of hydraulic powertrain mounts
is understandably less frequent in freight vehicles powertrain
suspension.
Nomenclature
z- vertical vibration, [m]
A – work, [ J]
Iu, Iv, Iw - moment of inertia, [ kgm2]
f – frequency, [Hz],
t – time, [s],
Q - quantity of heat, [J ]
Fm -force in the shock absorber, [N]
Greek symbols:
 - roll, [rad]
 - pitch, [rad]
ψ- yaw of the powertrain, [rad]
x – reference for x-axis, y – reference
for y-axis, and z – reference for z-axis
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The paper proposes a new method for heat exchanger regulation. At the first, a lumped
parameter mathematical model for heat exchanger is proposed. The model is linear and
includes a disturbance which can be categorized as an almost arbitary disturbance. Overall a
priori knowledge about disturbance is contained in the fact that the disturbance is uniformly
bounded. Regulator design is based on (in discrete case) or (in continuous case) optimisation.
These methodologies belong to the class of serious problems in control engineering. In this
paper is used the latest results based on method of invarinat ellipsoids which relax the above
problems. The problem of regulator design comes down to minimizing the size of the invariant
ellipsoids of the dynamic system. Numerical solution isbased on application of convex
analysis (semidefinite programming and linear matrix inequalities). To solve these problems,
there are powerful solvers (YALMIP and SeDuMi) so practical regulator implementation is
significantly simplified. Intensive simulations give verification of regulator efficiency and its
superiority over the well-known LQ regulator. Energy efficiency and quality of HVAC system
is in strong correlation with regulator performances.

1. INTRODUCTION

design, in this case, is a non-trivial task [5]. The alternative is
obtaining and exploitation of models with lumped parameters [6].
In this paper we use the last option for mathematical model
of heat exchangers. Under real conditions there are temperature
variations as well as heating fluid flow variations. Such phenomena
will be modeled as uniformly bounded disturbances. This is a deviation
from the dominant assumption that the disturbances are stochastic
signals. From point of view of practical application it is very important
that required a priori information about disturbances is minimal.
Regulator design based on models of uniformly bounded
disturbances belongs to a set of the very difficult problems in control
engineering. In the case of discrete models, the problem is solved in

In recent years, Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
(HVAC) systems integrated into building automation systems have
become very popular.
Their popularity results from their ability to quickly set and
retain demanded temperature by using various sensors in combination
with a sophisticated feedback-control system. In addition, efficient
control strategies play an essential role in developing improved energy
control systems for buildings. The most important criteria for
designing HVAC plants are energy efficiency and indoor climate
conditions. Heat exchangers are standard components within HVAC
systems [1-3]. To improve energy efficiency, there is a growing
interest in developing techniques that compute control signals that
minimize energy consumption. Such control techniques require a
model of heat exchangers that relates the control signals to the space
temperature. The mathematical model based on the fundamental
principles is in the form of partial differential equations [4]. Regulator
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[7-8] ( l optimization). In continuous domain, the problem is solved in
1

[9-10] ( L optimization). By aforementioned methodology, results are
regulators with very high order.
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In continuous domain, which is discussed in this paper,

L1 norm minimization.
l 1 and L1 the optimal

infinitely dimensional regulator is result of the

These facts prevent the application of
regulators.
The latest studies of regulator design in the presence of
bounded disturbances access from positions of invariant sets [11].
Invariant ellipsoid as a special form of the invariant set is
considered, which significantly facilitates troubleshooting [12-13],
which consists in minimizing the size of the invariant ellipsoid of
dynamic system.

The ellipsoid

  x t   
x

2. THE CONCEPT OF INVARIANT
ELLIPSOIDS FOR DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

time instants t

y

0.



x

x t   x

that

for all

.

 t  , that is, system





 y  t    m : yT  t   CPC T  y  t   1
1

(5)

The invariant ellipsoids may be regarded as the characteristic
of the impact of the exogenous disturbances on the trajectories of the
dynamic system.
Since the invariance of the ellipsoid
the measure of disturbances

w t 



y

and its size are

effects on the system outputs

y  t  , a natural criterion for regulator synthesis is to
ellipsoid



y

minimize the

.

In this paper it will be used the criterion

f  P   tr CPCT 

(6)

which is the sum of squares of axis of the invariant ellipsoid.

3. HEAT EXCHANGER MODEL IN THE
STATE SPACE
The tubular counter-current heat exchanger is presented on
Fig. 1.

y t   C x t 
y t    l

 0  x

The ellipsoid invariant to the variable y



(4)

(in state) for dynamic system (1)-(2),

output, is determined from (1) and (4) by

(1)

t   

x t 

P is called the matrix of the ellipsoid

x  t   Ax  t   Bu  t   Dw  t 

where x

with the center at the origin

if it follows from the condition x

Suppose that the LTI (Linear Time Invariant) dynamic
system is described by the continuous time stationary linear system.

n

x

: xT  t  P1x  t   1 , P  0

is invariant to the variable

1

The original L optimization comes down to the use of LMI
(Linear Matrix Equation) [14], and semidefinite programming [15].
For these methodologies, there are very efficient solvers (YALMIP,
SeDuMi, CVX) and they will be used in the simulations.
A new model of the heat exchanger is proposed by this
paper.
The model is linear and includes bounded disturbance. The
linear part of the model is second order in derivatives.
Heat exchanger description is provided in the state space
form. Applying the method of invariant ellipsoids the regulator is
designed.
The regulator has a simple structure and is obtained using
modern solvers based on the convex analysis [16]. At this manner
designed regulator is a step towards energy savings.
The last part of the paper presents simulation results
concerning of the heat exchanger regulation.

n



TeL (t )

is the vector of the system phase state,

is the vector of the system output,

w  t    m are the

Te ( z , t )

exogenous disturbances bounded at each time instant,

w  t   1, t  0
where



T ( z, t )

T0 (t )

(2)

TL (t )

is the Euclidean norm of the vector.
Therefore,

we

consider

the

L bounded

exogenous

z  L

z 0

disturbances w(t ) .

w  t    sup wT  t  w  t   1

(3)

Figure 1: Counter-current heat exchanger

t 0

We assume that system (1) is stable, that is,
matrix with negative real parts, the pair

A is Hurwitzian

 A, B  is controllable, and C

is the maximum-rank matrix.
We determine the family of invariant ellipsoids of this
system.
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The short description of the heat exchanger follows [17].
A liquid fluid of constant density
flows through the internal tube of length

L



and heat capacity

cp

with constantvelocity w .

Input fluid has temperature T0 .
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This fluid exchanges heat with the second liquid of constant

density

e

and the heat capacity

c pe which flows counter-currently

in the jacket with a time varying velocity

we  t  .

The input temperature of this fluid is

Te

and output inter

fluid temperature is TL .
Both temperatures depend on time and special position along
the tube.

input d

Based on the experiment [6], it is concluded that the model
on Fig.2. consists of linear block A and nonlinear block B (correct
nonlinear model is Hammerstein model).
Nonlinear Hammerstein model is BIBO (bounded input
bounded output) stable [19]. Since disturbances (d) are uniformly
bounded then the output of Hammerstein model (w) is bounded.

(8)

Figure 3: Hammerstein model of disturbance effect on system output
Based on Fig.2 and Fig.3, the final model of the heat
exchanger is obtained and shown on Fig.4.

by

w

y

e
x
t

Figure 4: Heat exchanger model
In [6] transfer function G ( s ) (see Fig.4) is identified as

G ( s ) 

u t 

y t 

- flow of heating fluid – output

represents the flow of

 2.664 0.604 
A
,
0.000 
 1.000

of the heated process fluid) model is linear

b)

in the case of constant flow of heating fluid

1 
B1  b1    ,
 0

 0 0
C 
,
 0 1

x  t   Ax  t   b1u  t   dw  t 
y  t   Cx  t   b 2u  t 

0 
d 
1 

- the temperature

u  t  , under changes

1 
B2  b2   
 0

According to Fig.4 complete model of heat exchanger has the form

is the temperature of the

y t 

(11)

where:

in the case of constant flow of process fluid (heated fluid), input

u t 

(10)

y  t   Cx  t   B2u  t 

heated process fluid.
Experimental studies in [6] have showed the following

a)

65.22 s  11.23
65.22 s  11.23
 2
s  2.664 s  0.604
s  2.664 s  0.604
2

x  t   Ax  t   B1u  t 

d  t   w  t  is a change of flow rate of

process fluid (i.e. heated fluid), and

y

e
 x
t

In order to apply methodology of invariant ellipsoids it is
necessary to transfer the model (9) into the state space model.

Figure 2: Process diagram of the heat exchanger.
A – fluid for heating of process fluid.
B – process fluid.

heating fluid, disturbance

G (As )

(9)

t

At Fig.2, the input signal

t

u

Problem of regulator synthesis based on plant model
presented in Fig.4 with uniformly bounded disturbance we will solve
using methodology of invariant ellipsoids [12].

BB


LinearBModel

(7)

d

A

w

d
A
NE

geometry of heat exchangers and its fluid characteristics.
Regulator design and implementation, based on the model
(7) - (8), is a very complex problem.
Because of that, in this paper, the heat exchanger will be
considered as a process with lumped parameters.
In accordance with [18] fluid that is heated can be regarded
as a disturbance.
The change of its flow occurs as a disturbance.
Process diagram of the heat exchanger is shown in the
following figure

u

- the temperature of the

heated process fluid) model is nonlinear

The dynamic of heat exchanger can be described with two
partial differential equations.

T ( z , t )
T ( z , t )
w
Te ( z , t )  T ( z , t ) 
t
z
Te  z , t 
T  z , t 
 we  t  e
e T  z , t   Te  z , t  
t
z
where the coefficients and e are known and defined

 t   w  t  , output y  t 

(12)

(13)

It should be noted, a well-known fact, that there is freedom
(not uniqueness) in the selection of the second relation in (12).

of flow rate of process fluid (i.e. heated process fluid, disturbance
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The key feature of the model (12) - (13) that there is only
information about disturbances that ones are bounded.

w  t   1, t  0

(14)

Such a description of the disturbances is extremely general
which is very important for practice. It belongs to the class of almost
arbitrary disturbances [20].
The condition (14) defines methodology of regulator design,
which is a very difficult problem for the given case of application.
Methodology is exposed in the next chapter.

The problem of designing a static regulator by state (18) which rejects
optimally (in the sense of the trace that is output-invariant to the
ellipsoid) the exogenous disturbances is equivalent to that of
minimization of

tr CPCT  B2 ZB2T   min
under constraints

AP  PAT   P  B1Y  Y T B1T 

Z
Y T


where are

C 

n n

(16)

corresponding matrices and vectors,

the control, and

y (t )  

w(t )  

1

n

x(t )  

is the system output,

n

ˆ ˆ 1
Kˆ  YP

P̂ , Yˆ

where

and

Ẑ

u (t )  

Minimum invariant ellipsoid is

ˆ T
CPˆ T C T  B2 ZB
2

The graphical representation of control system is given on the next
figure

B2
w
D

is the exogenous (uniform limited)

w(t )  1, t  0

r=0 
-

(17)

K̂1

u

B1

 

.
x



 A, B1  is controllable pair

b)

B2T C  0

x

C





HEAT EXCHANGER

ˆ
Figure 5: Control system for heat exchanger ( K
1

It is not necessary that the matrix A is Hurwitzian which means that
the regulator can be applied to unstable systems.
The fundamental elements of the theory are exposed in [12]. The
regulator has the form

u (t )  Kx(t )


A

Euclidean norm of the vector. It is also required that the

a)

(26)

is

disturbance satisfying the constraint



(25)

the solution of the problem (21) - (24)

is the
1

(23)

(24)

A   n n , B1  n1 , D   n1 , B2   n1 ,

system phase state,

where

Y
0
P 

The regulator (18) is obtained as

(15)

y (t )  Cx(t )  B2u (t )



DDT  0,   0

P0

A linear continuous system is described in the following way

x (t )  Ax(t )  B1u (t )  Dw(t ), x(0)  x0

1

(22)

4. REGULATOR DESIGN
BASED ON THE METHODOLOGY OF
INVARIANT ELLIPSOIDS
In this section, the regulator design approach will be
considered under conditions of persistent disturbance based on the
methodology of invariant ellipsoids and linear matrix inequalities.
State feedback regulator will be determined. The basic requirement is
that the designed regulator performs stabilization, and that, in turn,
minimizes the corresponding invariant ellipsoid.

(21)

Remark 1. The condition

  Kˆ )

B2T C  0 can be avoided [21]. In this case,

the criterion (21) se is replaced by the following
(18)

The system with closed feedback loop (15) - (18) has the following
form

x (t )  ( A  B1K ) x(t )  Dw(t )

(19)

y (t )  (C  B2 K ) x(t )

(20)

tr CPCT  CY T B2T  B2YC T  B2 ZB2T   min

(27)

In other details, the new procedure is identical to the procedure (21) (24).
Remark 2. The presence of

B2u (t ) in

relation (16) provides, in

minimizing the output signal, avoiding large control signals. It follows
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B2

that the matrix

has the same role as the matrix

1.5

S in LQ

regulator design


J    xT (t ) Rx(t )  u T (t ) Su (t ) dt

1

(28)

0

0.5

y2

The alternative is to explicitly introduce limitations to the control
signal.
0

5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Let consider the model (12)-(13) where

A , B1 , C

and

as in the relations (10)-(11). It is easy to verify that
controllable pair and that

T
2

B C

B2 the same
( A, B1 )

 0 . Using the optimal regulator

is

defined segment

   , k  ,

Simulations are conducted for

 (   0 ). For this purpose is
for
  0 and k  0 .

k  5 .

The segment

 , k 

ˆ T)
tr (CPˆ T C T  B2 ZB
2



is on the border segment

 , k  , then the

 , k  . When it finds the best value  ,

then defines a small segment containing
for the best



 , and the search procedure

repeats with a finer division of this segment. At this

manner, relatively quickly, we can receive value  .
Below we will illustrate the behavior of the closed-loop system under
various disturbances.

A) The disturbance is given by

-1.5

-1

-0.5

0
y1

0.5

1

Figure 6: Minimum invariant output ellipse for B2

w  t   sin

1.5

2

1 
  ,
0

t
.
2

2
w(t)
u(t)

1.5
1

segment should be extended until within the segment finds  for that
the above criteria is minimal. In the first step is carried out a rough
division of the segment

-1.5
-2

is

subdivided into the collection of subsegments, and by YALMIP is
searched value  for that value is obtained minimum value criteria

If the lowest value

-1

K̂

; which is obtained by solving of relations (21)-(24), the invariant
ellipsoid of output is minimized. In order to solve problem (21)-(24), it
is used software packages SeDuMi and YALMIP based on MATALB
software package. Numerical problem is solved by use of semidefinite
programming (21) under constraints (22)-(24).
In the simulations is very important, prior to calculating the vector
regulator gain, to define parameter

-0.5

w(t )  sin(t 2) . In this case

the solution of the problem (21) - (24) is

0.5
0
-0.5
-1
-1.5
-2

0

  1.1569, Kˆ   0.9035 2.2924

10

20

30

40

50
t [sec]

60

70

80

90

Figure 7: Control u (t ) and disturbance w(t )

On Fig.6 and Fig.7 it is shown the minimum invariant output
ellipse of the system (Fig.6), and both control and
disturbance signal (Fig.7)

In accordance to remark 2, using the vector

B2 , it can be influenced

on the control signal magnitude. If the vector

B2

is adopted as

B2T   2.5 0 , for solution of the problem (21) - (24) is obtained

  0.3716, Kˆ   0.1197 0.3037 
and behavior of the system is shown on Fig.8 and Fig.9.
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Figure 10: Minimum invariant output ellipse for B2T  0.1 0 .

Figure 8: Minimum invariant output ellipse for B2T   2.5 0 .
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Fig.9 how is reduced amplitude of the control signal

u (t ) .

is adopted as

B2T  0.1 0 ,
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With Fig.8 can be seen how is increased the coordinate

B2

10

Figure 11: Control u (t ) and disturbance w(t ) for

Figure 9: Control u (t ) and disturbance w(t )

vector

0

If the

for solution of the

With Fig.8 it can be seen how is decreased size of the invariant output
ellipse, which is convenient from a position of control. But, on the
other hand, with Fig.11. it can be seen that is significantly increased
the amplitude of control signal, which is disadvantageous.

problem (21) - (24) is obtained

B) The disturbance is given by

  4.3284, Kˆ   6.5375 24.6378

w(t )  sgn(sin(t 2)) .

In

this case, the solution of the problem (21) - (24) is

  1.1569, Kˆ   0.9035 2.2924

The behavior of the system is shown in Fig.10 and Fig.11

The behavior of the system is shown in Fig.12 and Fig.13.
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The simulations also show that by changing the vector
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obtained similar results as in the case under A
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Figure 15: Control u (t ) and disturbance w(t )
The behavior of the state vector is shown in Fig.16.

C) Disturbance w(t ) is step function, and in that case

  1.1569, Kˆ   0.9035 2.2924
Minimum invariant output ellipse is shown at Fig.14, and disturbance

w (t )

and control signal
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u (t )

are shown at Fig.15.
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1.6

It can be seen that the dynamic behavior of the system with regulator
based on the ideology of invariant ellipsoid is significantly superior in
comparision to behavior of the system with LQ regulator. This can be

1.4
1.2

explained by the higher values of the elements of the vector
comparison to the LQ gain vector

|| x ||

1
0.8

in

K LQ .

6. CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 16: Norm of the system state vector

D) Disturbance w(t )  0 , and in tator based on methodology
of invariant ellipsoids (for system (15)-(16)) is

  1.1569, Kˆ   0.9035 2.2924
For the case

w( t )  0

The paper discusses the problem of regulator design for linear systems
under effects of uniformlybounded disturbances. This assumption
about the external disturbances is very general and embraces the
minimum a priori information about ones. It is very realistic and very
important for practical applications. The problem of regulator synthesis
comes down on the minimization of the specified criteria (semidefinite
programming) under constraints in the form of linear matrix
inequalities. Intensive simulations for different types of disturbances
verify good regulator properties. In the case of disturbance absence,
regulator based on the methodology of invariant ellipsoid has superior
characteristics compared to LQ regulator. Potentials for further work
on the problem are: i) extension of problems on discrete case, ii) the

L limit on the control signal.
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LQ regulator is defined by

K LQ   0.251 0.3909
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The purpose of this inspection is to identify the heat transfer effects of an incremental addition
of diamond nanoparticles to hot engine oil in a structural steel shell and tube heat exchanger
using forced convection to heat cooler air. The shell and tube heat exchanger is constructed
with one tube containing hot engine oil, which is positioned symmetrically inside a larger tube
containing colder air. The outlet air temperature was examined for relative changes in
temperature for each concentration of nano-diamond added (i.e., 0, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0%
respectively). Additionally, a comparison study was performed to show the difference between
a model with no baffles and a model with containing several baffles that demonstrate
maximum efficiency for a pure oil control. The COMSOL simulation investigates the
stationary laminar flow solutions for all cases considered. Dynamic viscosity, thermal
conductivity, density, and specific heat are modified to simulate the various oil compositions;
an experimental investigation from 2012, by M. Ghazvini, et.al [1], was used in obtaining the
material properties for this report at 313.15 K. The simulation expresses a maximum increase
in air outlet temperature of 1.06% and 0.98% for an engine oil additive of 2.0% nano-diamond.
These percentages are respective of a no baffle model, and the baffle case that demonstrated
maximum efficiency, 17 baffles. Additionally, the increase in outlet air temperature for pure
oil between the two geometries was found to be 1.28%. These two methods to increase heat
transfer efficiency are seen to have a comparable effect on this geometry.

1. INTRODUCTION
Shell and tube heat exchangers are the most common type of
industrial heat exchanger used, Galal stated they are commonly used in
oil refineries and chemical plants [2]. A frequent application of shell
and tube heat exchangers is in petroleum refinery plants to preheat the
crude oil before it is refined into numerous advantageous petroleum
products stated by Kundnaney & Kushwaha [3]. Additionally, since
the shell and tube heat exchangers are used for such large-scale
operations it is desired that they have high efficiency, a low overall
cost, and easy maintainability. The modeling and simulation of a shell
and tube heat exchanger is one possible solution for increasing
efficiency at a relatively low cost. Moreover, the modeling and
simulation process holds an importance in the engineering design
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process because it has the capability of demonstrating an estimated
efficiency of a design before prototyping or manufacturing a
singleunit; modeling and simulation has a proposed benefit of lower
cost relative to testing an unknown number of prototypes.
Diamond is a particularly effective additive due to its high
thermal conductivity, low electrical conductivity, low density, and
high hardness. In a 2013 article, Nano-diamond Nanofluids for
Enhanced Thermal Conductivity by Branson, et al., it is expressed that
ultra-dispersed diamond powder (UDD) or detonation nano-diamond
is a common source for commercial use nano-diamonds [4].
Detonation nano-diamond gets its name from the fact that explosives
are used in a cavity containing diamond where nanoparticles are
produced from the explosion. Adding nano-diamonds to the oil will
increase the specific heat, thus, increasing its thermal conductivity.
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The addition of very small particles in the fluid can be thought to be
suspended evenly through the fluid adding a higher conductivity, to a
degree, like what is present in solids. In theory, higher concentrations
of the nano-diamond will increase the heat transfer in the shell and
tube heat exchanger; between the hot oil and the cool air by air
convection from the surface of the pipe containing the oil, though
empirically this is true only to a certain concentration, after which the
heat transfer rate will begin to decrease. This is partially due to the
increasing viscosity impeding convection. A few assumptions were
made while performing the simulation and analysis. The assumptions
were: the outer wall of the shell is an adiabatic barrier, stationary
simulation not transient, laminar flow, for time equal to zero the oil
tube is all hot oil at the initial hot temperature, and the air and shell are
initially at the air inlet temperature.
In Heat Transfer Properties of Nano-diamond–Engine Oil
Nanofluid in Laminar Flow,
M. Ghazvini, et al. [1] in 2012 notes that the recent developments in
technology allow for the possibility of composing new fluids with
enhanced heat transfer properties by the addition of either metallic or
non-metallic nanoparticles, in these early stages of development these
nanofluids have been perceived as possibly being revolutionary in heat
transfer improvement techniques. The same study conducts
experiments on diamond nano additive in laminar flowing engine oil,
using a 6mm pipe. It is from the documentation of the study’s
experimentally found material properties that this report forms its basis
of analysis. There are four cases considered for the engine oil in this
investigation; pure oil, oil with 0.5% nano-diamond particle, oil with
1.0% nano-diamond particle, and oil with 2.0% nano-diamond particle.
A simulation was done for each case showing an increase in
temperature percent difference. It is possible for manyproperties to
change with the addition of the nano-diamond, pertaining to the shell;
property changes due to wear or corrosion resistance alterations from
the flowing particles, however, only dynamic viscosity, thermal
conductivity, specific heat, and density of the oil are considered in the
physical model due to their initial importance.
The introduction of nanoparticles to traditional base fluids,
such as, ethanol glycol, water, or oil composes a new fluid category
referred to as a nanofluid first coined by Choi [5].
Although, nanofluids increase heat transfer, they can also have certain
negative effects on a thermal system. The unfavorable effects include:
erosion of shell and tube material, increased power requirements, and
possible blockages in smaller diameter pipes observed by Hu and
Dong [6]. Corrosion occurs more with diamond nanoparticles
compared to other nanoparticles such as titanium because of the large

difference in hardness between a steel shell and diamond, reported by
Hu, Z. S., and Dong, J. X. in Study on Anti Wear and Reducing
Friction Additive of Nanometer Titanium Oxide. Additionally, the
increased wear of the material that is to be in direct contactto the
continuously flowing fluid is a topic of concern of many researchers in
and of itself. Also, the desired levels of thermal conductivity are more
difficult to achieve practically than one would ideally perceive [6, 7].
When testing UDD in ethylene glycol, Branson, et al. [4] found there
was only a slight increase to the base fluid’s conductivity, which was
said to be due to the poor dispersibility of the nanoparticles in the base
fluid throughout the entire system of the heat exchanger. In Branson’s
experiment it was specifically stated, “...achieving stable ND/base
fluid dispersions usually requires ND surface modification via gas
annealing techniques or the addition of surfactant-based or covalently
bound functional groups.” However, the concern is not apparent in this
COMSOL analysis because the additional thermal conductivity created
from the additions of percent nano-diamond particle is already ideally
added to the base fluid before the simulation was commenced.
Although, in practice this does present a practical hurtle for a sustained
continuous uniform circulation of the nano-diamond throughout a
system.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Geometry
COMSOL was used in both the creation of the model
geometry and the simulation of the basic shell and tube heat
exchanger. The primary focus of the simulations is in evaluating the
added performance of the nanoparticles, thus, the dimensions of the
model were created arbitrarily, and the final model geometry can be
seen in figure 1 & 2. The model was created on the mm scale to reduce
solving time, where in previous larger designs elongated solving times
was a challenge encountered with ANSYS taking more than 4 to 5
hours to complete a calculation for an industrial size heat exchanger
with baffles, and a more complex 19 hot tube construction.
Additionally, sudden expansions were eliminated around the oil tube to
help with convergence issues. The requirement for simulating three
distinct materials from a three-dimensional model is that there exists
three separate model sections: one for the shell (structural steel), one
for the hot fluid (engine oil/engine oil nanofluid), and one for the
cooler fluid to be heated (air). Lastly, the surface area density was
calculated as 382.78 m^2/m^3, which is simply the ratio of heat
transfer surface area to heat exchanger volume (the volume was
interpreted as the volumetric air space).

Figure 1: Figure 2 : Dimensions of shell and tube heat exchanger
19 | Page
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Cross Sectional Diagram of Inlets and Outlets

Shell and Tube

Oil

Air
Figure 2 : Geometry

2.2 Materials
The COMSOL study performed utilizes the default material
assignments within the material fluid and solids database including:
Structural steel, air, and engine oil. The breakdown of the material
properties are viewed in figures 5-6, as well as initial conditions for
the boundaries. However, the modifications to the oil, to simulate the
nanofluid, were basedon the experimental study performed by M.
Ghazvini, M. A. Akhavan-Behabadi, E. Rasouli&M. Raisee in 2012
where they use 20W50 motor oil with a nano-diamond particle
additive [1]. Figures 3 and 4 are linear regressions derived from the
study at 40 centigrade where this study obtains its values for the
respective material properties; similarly, thermal conductivity is
obtained from the studies experimental findings at 0, 0.5,1, & 2%
nano-diamond particle in oil. The density of pure motor oil was
assumed to be 810 kg/m^3 and the nano-diamond 3500 kg/m^3. The
respective blend densities were summations derived via percentages of
the pure values just stated, which is derived from conservation of
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mass. It can be added that constant oil density is linked to its defined
incompressible flow. COMSOL uses equation-based material
properties for air and engine oil, however, for the time independent
study the material properties of the nanofluid are considered here as
constant. The projected maximums of the oil property increases were
35% in thermal conductivity and 20% in specific heat [1]. In contrast,
the maximum increases calculated relative to pure oil for this
simulation can be seen in figure 7, which are 36% for thermal
conductivity and 15% for specific heat. Additionally, for dynamic
viscosity the max increase was 17% and the density increased a
maximum of 7 % for the 2% nano-diamond addition. The near
proximity or equivalence to the observed published maximums yield
the notion that this study is taking full advantage of the nano-diamond
benefit seen in the Ghazvini, M.,et.al study [1]. It is this studies goal to
utilize the nano-particles maximum superior qualities in conjunction
with the discussed base fluid
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Figure 3: Material Properties for the used concentrations based on Ghazvini, M., et al 2012 study [1]. (Specific heat, linear trend with concentration
40°C.)

Figure 4: Material Properties for the used concentrations based on Ghazvini, M., et al 2012 study [1] (Viscosity, linear trend with concentration
40°C.)

Table 1: Air and Steel Properties (COMSOL Default) [8]
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Table 2: Oil with Nano Diamond Concentration Properties [1,8]

Table 3: Oil & Nanofluid Diamond Concentration Properties Percent Increases

2.3 Boundary Conditions
If one used a compressible flow model the isentropic stalled
temperature would be defined, which is a function of both Mach
number and the ratio of specific heat. Although in this model, due to
the non-isothermal incompressible flow the inlet temperatures must be
specified. The diamond nanoparticles were introduced into engine oil
through a central tube with an inlet temperature of 313.15 K. In the
exterior cavity inlet air at 276.15 K is passed over the outer diameter
of the engine oil tube, as seen in the cross-sectional diagram of figure
2. The outlets were both set to zero pressure, for a compressible model
this would result in non-physical results, but for an incompressible
simulation with inlet velocities defined the choice with zero gradient
and magnitude is often assumed for the environment of fluid exiting
the defined system.

Figure 5: COMSOL Mesh (Normal Default)
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Additionally, the outer shell is assumed adiabatic and with the
stationary simulation, also, the initial temperatures of the cavities of
the model (t0 =0) corresponds to the oil and air temperatures,
respectively as stated before. Moreover, it is assumed that the air fluid
component has an initial velocity of 1 m/s, while the oil fluid
component is pumped in the tube inlet at 100 m/s, displayed in Table
1-2. The model is further defined with the default mesh configurations
for normal mesh size and the physics-controlled option is activated for
additional properties such as inflation or a boundary layer on fluid
shell boundaries; mesh independence was found for the
model, but normal was used for a higher calculation speed, seen in
figure 5.

2.4 Setup
Subject to Ghazvini, M.,et. al, this was a steady state laminar
study as the experimental properties for the nanofluid was performed
with a laminar flow [1]. Additionally, the study was defined as nonisothermal, apart from the inlets, the temperature throughout the
structure andfluids will vary. Also, the overall solution was fully
coupled, the combined elements of the model are solved
simultaneously together; for the physical phenomenon of the model
are all connected through heat transfer, thus, appropriate for the
simulation. PARDISO (Parallel Sparse Direct Linear Solver) was
chosen for its superior speed in comparison to the other COMSOL
direct solvers available, such as MUMPS or SPOOLES. The solver is
capable of bridging the work over multiple cores on the computer,
while simultaneously having the capability of storing the solution
partially on the computer hard disk [3]. The preorder algorithm was
defined as a multi-threaded nested dissection. Additionally, the
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simulation was configured to run to with a limit of 1000 iterations
relative to a tolerance factor of 1. The simulation converged to the
tolerance factor in all cases, generally less than 70 iterations, but for

most of the trials the solver converges in around 10 iterations (figure
6).

Figure 6: Convergence plots for case 1 to 4 (top to Bottom); pure oil, 0.5%, 1.0%, & 2.0% nano-diamond concentration.

3. THEORY
3.1 Governing Equations
The study balances the heat being generated in the solid steel shell and
the spatial component of heat transfer to the left, with the time
dependent component on the right side of equation 1.
Energy Heat Transfer

(1)

The density is given by ρ, specific heat by Cp, k gives the thermal
conductivity of steel, del operator dotted with del T represents the
divergence of the temperature gradient or Laplacian, the dot product u
dot del T models the time dependent advection, and Q represents the
heat generation source. It can be seen that the general equations used
by the COMSOL stationary solver for the fluids use Naiver Stokes,
continuity, and the energy equation. The energy equation generally
includes heat and work components added to the left side of the
equation not seen in equation 1. For example, if there is convection,
which occurs from the outer diameter annular oil pipe to the passing
air. Equations 2 and equation 3 seen below, express Naiver Stokes and
continuity, respectively.
Naiver Stokes

expands with vector u multiplied by the density to form the
infinitesimal mass volume density representative of the mass inflow
and outflow respective of a control volume, for laminar nearly
incompressible flow. Solved simultaneously is equation 2 or Naiver
Stokes equation derived by Naiver, Stokes, Saint-Venart, and Poisson
sometime around 1827 and 1845 [8]. The equation represents newton’s
second law for compressible fluids or it can be understood as the
conservation momentum equation. From {1} to {4} the terms
represent a summation of internal forces, with force components of
pressure, viscous force, and external force; μ is the dynamic viscosity,
and I is the identity matrix [8]. One case when a term is eliminated is
when the viscous force term drops out, if the divergence of the
velocity is zero, in the case of incompressible flow for a fluid, such as,
engine oil.

4. RESULTS
The analysis produced a more efficient system regarding the
addition of the nano- diamond particle engine oil additive. The
addition of baffles produced a similar improvement. The max of 17
baffles produced about a 1 % improvement in efficiency, whereas the
addition of the 2.0% nano-diamond concentration gave about a 1%
improvement in heat transfer efficiency.

5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Effects of Nano-Diamond Implementation
Equation 3 represents conservation of mass where density is
not variant with time; for the divergence of velocity, the del operator
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In figure 9, the plane sections of the heat exchanger are
shown, the temperature profiles are displayed for each concentration
tested. In figure 11 the streamline temperature distributions are
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presented for comparison. It can be seen that the area to the left of the
air inlet, an eddy had formed where the boundary layer was not
formed, immediately deflecting off the pipe. The eddy has the effect of
trapping cooling fluid in an isolated region, accumulating heat, with
the eventual result of losing effectiveness of heat transfer from these
locations overall. Additionally, because these regions trap a bulk of
cooling fluid, the limit of the capacity of the fluid running alongside
the oil tube is seen, which results in a small quantity of air absorbing
as much thermal energy as seen, but only making up a minute total of
the outlet air volume; the air running alongside the tube has less cold
air molecules to pass thermal energy onto due to a large quantity of
cooling fluid being located in the eddy, remaining a non-participant.
For this reason, the results observed can lead one to desire a
modification to the geometry of a smaller space between the outer
shell and the oil pipe to reduce the natural convection produced
phenomenon.
The temperature rise has the greatest increase from pure oil
with a 0.5% nano-diamond addition. In figures 7- 8 it can be seen that
the green 295 K air dominates the outlet air region for pure oil, where
the yellow-orange 302 K outlet air dominates in the 0.5% nanodiamond case. The dominant air temperature in the outlet air for the
last cases was approximately
303-304 K for 1%, and 305-306 K for the 2% nano-diamond, where
the bulk region being spoken of is coming from the bottom of the heat
exchanger making up more than half of the air outlet volume. The
overall hotter air outlet region (approximately 306-310 K) is closer in

temperature through the 4 cases and makes up a smaller percent of the
overall air outlet volume.
Overall, as the air and oil move through the cross-flow
exchanger the outlet temperature of the air rises and the outlet
temperature of the oil approaches the inlet temperature of the oil as the
concentration of nano-diamond particle content increases. The rise in
oil temperature was due to an increase in conductive properties of the
fluid increasing with nanoparticle addition, which was occurring faster
than what was being removed via forced air convection in the air
chamber figure 10. The largest improvement of heat transfer occurred
at the largest concentration of nano-diamonds used, which maxed at
only a 1.06% improvement over pure oil, as seen in Table 4. However,
the overall effect of the nano-diamond addition decreased with every
rise in percent relative to the increase seen from pure oil to 0.5%,
showing that there are diminishing returns for every relative increase
in nano-diamond particle percent increase. Although, if a plateau
exists it was not observed at 2% as a slight increase was still seen
between 1.5% and 2%, the proximity to level would be near as the
percent increase between the two cases is only 0.2%, relative to each
other (figure 9). However, if one observes figure 9 a parabolic trend of
an increase in
nano-diamond may be present, according to the R squared term
equaling 0.9914 for the simulation data, if this is so, the maximum
nano-diamond concentration would be around 1.6 %. However, for
one to be conclusive, more data points are needed.

Figure 7: Temperature contour plots for case 1 to 4 (top to Bottom); pure oil, 0.5%, 1.0%, & 2.0% nano-diamond concentration.
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Figure 8: Temperature Streamline Plot No Baffles (Pure oil top) (2% ND bottom)

Figure 9: Air Outlet Temperature vs % Nano Diamond Concentration (Increased Heat Transfer)
The initial air inlet temperature was 276.15 K, which means for pure
oil the air outlet temperature rose 24.64 K. Whereas, the maximum
addition of nanoparticles at 2% increased the air outlet by 27.82 K.
The oil on the other hand initially has a decrease in outlet
temperature, 5.11 K for pure oil in relation to the inlet 313.15 K.
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However, as stated the nano-diamond addition promoted conduction
within the fluid at a faster rate than what thermal energy could escape
through convection with the cold air blowing across the pipe, thus,
only a 0.88 K drop occurred. Also, one may note that the initial oil
velocity is much faster than that of the air inlet velocity.
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Figure 10: Oil Outlet Temperature vs % Nano Diamond Concentration
Table 4: Oil Outlet Temperature & Increased Efficiency of Heat Transfer due to %ND

offers a comparison of air outlet temperature rise relative to the
nanofluid. The geometrical addition has dimensions that follows a
symmetric multiplier of two fins opposite a central baffle with a 0.25
mm baffle spacing. Additionally, the baffle seen in figure 11 is a 0.1
mm annular disk, with a 0.8 mm inner diameter, and a 2 mm outer
diameter; the disk along with the central oil tube comprise 75% of the
radial internal air cavity. At the 17-baffle configuration used for the
primary comparison study, the surface area density was calculated as
3835.07 m^2/m^3, which is much higher than the common range of 60
- 500 m^2/m^3.

5.2 Addition of Baffle/ Fin Comparison

5.4 General Setup Baffle Fin Addition

Figure 11: Baffle Dimensions, 2 mm OD 0.8 mm ID & 0.1 mm
thickness with 0.25 mm spacings

5.3 Metry Baffle Fin Addition
The addition of heat fin baffles was incorporated to increase
heat transfer between the oil and the air in the two-concentric tube heat
exchanger; the addition of fins to the outer diameter of the oil pipe
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It can be noted that to compare the simulations all other
components related to the settings and mesh were kept identical to the
first geometries simulation. It was desirous to find the point where the
effect of adding heat transfer surface area began to negatively impact
the performance of the heat exchanger due to the decrease in air
volume; the effect was measured relative to the air outlet temperature,
which is a sign of heat transfer efficiency of the overall system.
Moreover, the initial trials were simulated with pure oil as the hot
fluid; the addition of baffles followed the increasing series of: 0, 1, 2,
...n+2 for n is the total baffles present in the last case before it. The
series was performed up to 21 baffles and the graphical parabolic trend
can be seen in figure 12, with the no baffle case at the left corner of the
graph; the parabolic arc starts with 1 baffle and continues to 21. The
derivative was set to zero and by taking the ceiling, the maximum for
the
configuration
is
found
to
be
17
baffles.
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Figure 12: Temperature of air outlet as a function of the number of baffles used. Highest efficiency occurs when 17 baffles are used.

5.5 Effects of a Baffle Fin Alongside Nano-Diamond Implementation
The comparative results of the study show a complete elimination of the eddy currents observed in the non-baffle geometry, and a more
symmetric temperature gradient distribution due to less space in the cavity to house the circulation formations; the boundary layer along the shell is
formed and retained, seen in figure 14. The effect is a more uniform air outlet temperature, the addition of baffles is for the encouragement of
turbulence, thus, greater heat transfer (figure 13). However, the simulation is kept laminar and the baffles are directly mounted to the hot pipe; the
baffles physical effect more closely simulate annular heat sink fins, increasing the heat transfer surface area with each additional fin. The overall
trends are consistent with the non- baffle case according to the nano-diamond addition. The max percent increase due to the nanoparticle addition is
0.98% relative to the pure oil air outlet temperature, where the previous geometry was 1.06% at 2% nano-diamond. The increase of the air outlet
temperature due to the baffle addition was a 1.28 % increase over the non- baffle case for pure oil (Table 5). The temperature increases from the
baffles alone respective of the 276.15 K air inlet was a 28.48 K increase, a 0.24 % increase over the 2% nano-diamond case’s increase in
temperature of 27.82 K. Therefore, the combined effect of baffles and the nano-diamond is roughly double the nano-diamond increase at the 2%
case, 2.3% (i.e., an overall 31.48 K air temperature increase from the air inlet temperature) (Table 5).

Figure 13: Temperature Distribution of Air with 17 Baffles (ND Concentration: 0,0.5,1,2%, respectively)
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Figure 14: Temperature Streamline Plot 17 Baffles (Pure oil top) (2% ND bottom)

Table 5: Maximum baffles Additional effect on heat transfer (top), Nanoparticles & Maximum Baffles effect on heat transfer (bottom)

The temperature vs % nano-diamond concentration graph can be seen
in figure 15 and has information that summarizes the results of all the
relevant trials. The lower data is the first case geometry, whereas, the
upper curve is representative of the baffle fin geometry. The slope is a
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direct correlation to the temperature rise for additional nano-diamond
concentration. The addition of baffles can then be said to vertically
shift the results from the first case up roughly 1.28%.
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Figure 15: Comparison between Trials

6. CONCLUSIONS
This study set out to determine the effect of nanofluid in
conjunction with a shell and tube heat exchanger. The first set of
simulations observed the raw effect of nanofluid in a shell and tube
heat exchanger hot flowing fluid without any thin member baffle fin
structure in the cold fluid chamber, this was done with the purpose of
contrasting the relative effect of the methods themselves. Both adding
baffle fins or adding a nanofluid can be considered a heat transfer
enhancing method in general.
Therefore, the study offers a lens as to their individual
benefits, and a lens to the combined effect for this particular geometry.
In the shell and tube heat exchanger, an analysis according to the
varying amounts of nano-diamond particles that ranged from 0% to
2.0% was conducted, which considered heat transfer changes relative
to the increasing nano-diamond concentration effect on: thermal
conductivity, specific heat, density, and dynamic viscosity. Second, a
baffle system was constructed where the geometries unique max of 17
baffles was found, the max was used to contrast the addition of
nanofluid to the addition of baffles. In each investigation there were
increases in the overall efficiency of the heat exchanger.
The nano-diamond study showed a 1.06% raise in the heat transfer for
the 2.0%. nano-diamond compared to the 0% nano-diamond system. In
addition, the context of the stated increase is found in a material
property comparison to the original source. The max thermal
conductivity of the nanofluid increased about 36% in comparison to
the conclusion found in M. Ghazvini, et al’s paper, which expresses
that the max rise in thermal conductivity of the experimental study was
approximately 35% [1]. Similarly, this simulation had a max increase
in specific heat of 15%, where the referenced conclusion states the max
value to be around a 20 % increase [1]. Thus, this study was conducted
at or near the maximum capacity relative to M. Ghazvini, et al’s
optimal experimental results.
With the same assumptions as the nano-diamond particle simulations
utilized on the non-baffle heat exchanger, the baffle simulations were
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conducted. The baffle study showed asimilar rise in heat transfer with
pure oil to the 2% nano-diamond case, respective of the air outlet
temperature rise (0.98%); the pure oil baffle case had an increase of
1.28% in air outlet temperature relative to the pure oil no baffle case.
Accordingly, it was from the combination of the examinations of 0 to
21 baffles that the most efficient number of baffles for the system was
found at 17. The baffle setup shows that the geometry of the shell and
tube heat exchanger is just as import as the fluid being fed through the
pipes, allowing one to conclude that they both can be considered as
respectable options to increase the heat exchangers efficiency. Lastly,
it is mentioned that when considering the combined effect of the 17baffle construction and the 2.0% nano-diamond particle oil addition
the system gives an overall increase of 2.34% in air outlet temperature,
where each method roughly accounts for half of the increase relative to
the pure oil air outlet results for the no baffle geometry. The findings
for this geometry suggests that these methods of increasing heat
transfer efficiency are comparable and may supply the engineer
another respectable option in their desire to add additional efficiency to
their system, at the lowest possible cost.
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This paper focuses and investigates the application of nanoparticle immersion in a phase change
material for latent heat energy storage. In a real-world scenario, a helical pipe coil would be
wound through an insulated steel tank filled with the composite PCM; heated or cooled water
would be pumped to inject or extract heat from the PCM as needed. For simplification,
simulation was done using a helical heating element instead. The base of the composite phase
change material (PCM) was paraffin wax, and the nano-particle material immersed in the base
was expanded graphite. Five total cases were examined with different percentages of expanded
graphite in solution, with the first case having no graphite. Simulation and analysis was done
using COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3a. Parameters examined were the average temperature of the
body, the time to reach the coil temperature, the melted fraction of the PCM, and the time to
reach complete melting. The generated data from the selected criteria assist in visualization of
the effect of an increased percentage of expanded graphite in heat storage applications.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the more significant fields in which intensive
research has been done in the last century is energy storage. However,
the use of current technologies, materials, and other processes to
produce energy have been proven detrimental to the environment.[1]
The effects of climate change as well as other negative factors have
promoted the creation of new technologies to store and transmit
energy. Among these new technologies, the use of phase change
materials(PCM’s) to store latent energy opens a realm of possibilities
in increasing the efficiency of energy transfer systems, while reducing
the gap between current supply and demand. Although the use of
PCM’s is new compared with other technologies, it displays a
relatively accelerated pace of innovation, as new studies show that
combining them with nano-engineered materials make it a promising
application. PCM’s have been mostly used in three energy storage
methods which are sensible heat, latent heat and chemical energy.
However, it was found to be more successful in the area of latent heat
storage due to its high energy storage capacity and small temperature
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variation. Materials that show these properties are called heat
absorbers. These materials have the ability to undergo phase transition
and are becoming more common in the building industry.
In countries where climate varies from temperatures of 5⁰
Celsius in the winters to 45⁰ Celsius in the summer; energy
consumption in air conditioning is a major factor in energy cost. For
this reason PCM’s are being studied and developed for absorbing and
releasing large amounts of energy proportionally in order to increase
efficiency. PCM’s can be used in within building walls so that during
the day they absorb energy from the sun keeping the inside relatively
cool and releasing the absorbed energy at night keeping the inside
relatively warm.
A phase change material is any material that has a high heat
of fusion, which means that it absorbs a large amount of thermal
energy in the process of melting from solid to liquid. Similarly, it
discharges a large amount of heat during solidification. When a PCM
absorbs heat from a contact medium, their temperature increase and
then they release energy almost to a constant temperature. Some
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PCM’s are capable of storing from 5 to 14 times more heat per unit
volume than a regular material. [3].Phase change materials need to
have certain properties, which make them either expensive, and hard to
find, or to manufacture. [2] The thermodynamic properties of a PCM
include: good phase change temperature, high latent heat of transition
and have a good thermal conductivity for heat transfer. Other physical
and chemical qualities that characterize good PCM’s are high density,
small volume change, low vapor pressure, sufficient crystallization
rate,
inter-substance
nonreactivity,
nontoxic,
and
lastly
noncombustible. [3]
Phase change materials can be categorized into three main
groups. First there are organic materials in which paraffins are the
most important. They consist on a mixture of n-alkanes chains that are
available on large temperature ranges. Since this type of material is
highly reliable and cheap there are several systems that in which they
can be used. However, there are also some limitations like low thermal
conductivity when they are used alone, they cannot be used in plastic
containers as they do not interact well, and finally they are flammable.
The next subcategory among organic PCM’s are the non-paraffin’s,
these materials form the largest group because each of them has its
own unique properties. Studies like the one conducted by Buddhi and
Sawhney[4] identify several organic substances like fatty acids, esters,
alcohols and glycols as PCM’s due to their potential for energy
storage. While having good heat of fusion characteristics and
inflammability, some highlighting features of non-paraffin, organic
PCM’s which disqualify their use are toxicity and being unstable at
higher temperatures.
The second group of PCM’s, the inorganics, are divided
between salt hydrates and metallics. The use of salt hydrates for energy
purposes has been the topic of hundreds of recent studies. The results
indicate that the biggest issue encountered is the degradation of their
thermal energy storage capacity. This occurs after certain number of
heating-cooling cycles.[5] Another disadvantage of these materials are
their poor nucleation properties which make them prone to
supercooling or fast change in phase before crystallization occurs.
Although they have high thermal conductivity, are cheap, and have
small volume changes when melting, most of the time they need to be
mixed with other substances to increase their effectiveness. [6] The
group of metallics includes all the low melting metals and metal
eutectics, these materials are not considered for energy storage due to
their weight and volume as well as many other implications that

require the use of extremely high temperatures to achieve a phase
change.
The last classification of PCM’s are the eutectics. These are
a minimum- melting mixture of materials, each of which changes
phase congruently during crystallization [7]
The efficiency of both organic and inorganic PCM’s as
thermal storage systems is generally affected by the same factor: low
thermal conductivity. Even though inorganic PCM’s have higher
thermal conductivity compared their organic counterparts, there are
several cases that require a higher thermal exchange improvement.
There have been several approaches recently studied to overcome this
problem: metal thin strips [9], thin walled rings [10], porous metals
[11] porous graphite [12], metal foam matrix [13] and carbon fibers
[14,15] are the common techniques proposed to enhance the thermal
conductivity of a PCM. In particular carbon fibers are highly
promising additions, since they are resistant to corrosion and chemical
attacks, conditions that make them adequate to combine with PCM’s
that present corrosive properties. [8]

2. METHODOLOGY
Using COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3a, a 3D model was
generated. The model consisted of a helical copper heating element
running through a cylindrical PCM body. The system is assumed to be
contained in a well-insulated body and is adiabatic. The material and
thermal properties of copper were retrieved from COMSOL’s
incorporated database, and the properties of the PCM body were
introduced on the system depending on each case. Thermal
conductivity and latent heat of fusion were determined using published
data [17].Specific heat was determined empirically using specific heat
values of each pure substance and the percentage of each in each case.
Similarly, the density of each case was calculated using the densities of
each pure substance. Five cases (0%, 8%, 13%, 19%, and 26%) of
added graphite were chosen based on available information from
published data [17]. A coarse mesh was applied to the body and
simulated. Simulations were conducted over a timeframe of ten
seconds in 0.01 second intervals, with the exception of the case of pure
paraffin wax, which was simulated for 300 seconds to accommodate
the longer melting time. From the obtained results a better
understanding of the effects of incorporation of thermally conductive
nanoparticles can be understood.

Figure1: Geometry Generated in COMSOL and Corresponding Mesh
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As mentioned on previous section, paraffin wax is one of the most
accessible forms of PCM’s. Paraffins are formed of straight chains of
hydrocarbons that have melting temperatures ranging from 73.4 to
152.6 degrees
Fahrenheit[18] Commercial grade paraffins are
obtained from the distillation of petroleum, they are a combination of
several hydrocarbons and the longer the length of the chain, the higher
their melting temperature and heat of fusion [19] Even though this
material possesses desirable properties like low price, nontoxic, and
high latent heat it also has the disadvantage of low thermal
conductivity[16]. For this reason, this study focuses on a previously
mentioned technique for the enhancement of paraffin conductivity: the
mixture of the commonly available paraffin wax and expanded
graphite.
For the purpose of this study, several ratios of PCM-graphite were
used. The graphite nanoparticles increase the thermal conductivity of
the PCM, thus increasing the rate at which the material absorbs heat
and reaches its melting temperature.

decreases the amount of time for the PCM mixture to completely reach
its melting temperature.
Trends show a diminishing return for each percent increase
of graphite added to the mixture as seen in figure 4 and 5. This is likely
due to the combined properties of the mixture approaching those of the
a 100% graphite solution. Due to the extreme difference between the
thermal conductivity of the paraffin wax and the graphite, changes in
behavior are drastic as graphite is first added.

Table 1: This table shows density and specific heat of the materials
used in the mixture
Density (kg/m^3)
Paraffin Wax

Graphite
800

2090
Specific Heat (J/kg K)

Paraffin Wax

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The simulation clearly demonstrates an acceleration of heat
absorption for each increase of graphite in solution. Graphite greatly

1250

Graphite
690

Figure 2: first stage of PCM melting using Helical Heating Element

Figure 3 : second stage of PCM melting using Helical Heating Element
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Table 2: Material Properties of each Case and the Time to Complete Melting.
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

% PCM

100%

92%

87%

81%

74%

Thermal Conductivity (W/mK)

0.35

10

21

46

66

Latent Heat (J/Kg)

125000

144000

133000

121000

120000

Specific Heat (J/Kg K)

1,250.00

1,205.20

1,177.20

1,143.60

1,104.40

Density of Mixture (kg/m^3)

800.00

903.20

967.70

1,045.10

1,135.40

100% Melted Time (s)

204

9.54

4.34

2.7

1.69

Figure 4: Plot of Average Temperature for each Case
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Figure 5: Plot of Melted Fraction versus Time for each Case
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This paper studies the role of expanded graphite when added to phase
change materials in thermal energy storage systems to enhance the
response rate of the TES system. Mixtures of PCM-EG were tested and
prepared emperically to assess their heat transfer rate, structural
stability, and other thermo-physical properties under a charging cycle.
A thermal boundary conditions were used to heat thermal energy to
PCM-EG mixtures at various EG percentages. Considerable
improvement in melting time were performed when EG added to the

PCM. For example, the response rate of the system enhanced about
significantly when 26% EG added to the PCM which had a reduction
in thermal energy storage of the system, as the penalty. The numerical
results used to study the heating cycle for samples clearly portrays the
hot zone and development within the composite by time that helps to
better understand the melting process. Moreover, the presented data in
this paper reveals that the inherent structure of the EG did affect the
thermo-physical of composite material.

Figure 6: Melted Fraction Over Time for Case 2, 8% Graphite Solution
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4. CONCLUSION
The study has combined heat conduction measurements with a fluid
dynamics model to numerically calculate the time of melted fraction
for a helical pipe coil including a composite phase change material
(PCM), paraffin wax, and the nano-particle material immersed in the
base was expanded graphite. To our knowledge this is the first time
that a numerical model has been applied to enable numerical
predictions of performance of latent heat energy storage. Five cases
(0%, 8%, 13%, 19%, and 26%) were tested with different percentages
of expanded graphite in mixture. Simulation and analysis was done
using COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3a. Parameters examined were the
average temperature of the body, the time to reach the coil
temperature, the melted fraction of the PCM, and the time to reach
complete melting. Outcomes perform that a decreasing return for each
percent enhance of graphite applied to the mixture. This is mostly due
to the mixed thermal and physical features of the composite
approaching those of the a 100% graphite solution. Because of the
huge discrepancy between the thermal conductivity of the paraffin wax
and the graphite, variations in behavior are significantly eye-catching
as graphite is first added.
Expanded graphite proved to be a potentially efficient method of
increasing thermal storage efficiency for paraffin based heat storage
systems. The improvement to thermal conductivity increased
exponentially as the graphite was increased. The same is true for the
total time required to completely melt the material, which decreased
exponentially as graphite increased. After analyzing the trendline of
conduction and melting time temperature with an increase in graphene,
the conclusion was drawn that a graphite content of 8% by weight was
the ideal to increase overall efficiency.
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Development of modern motor vehicles aims to improve performance in the areas of traction
characteristics, economy, safety and ergonomic characteristics. Special attention is dedicated to
passenger comfort. Vibration comfort is certainly one of the dominant aspects of comfort due to
its impact on perception and health of the users of the motor vehicles.
Analysis of influence of the power train layout parameters of a truck on longitudinal (fore-andaft) vibrations of the driver was carried out for the following truck designs: four wheel drive
(4x4 wheel drive, 1-2 axle layout),rear wheel drive (4x2 wheel drive, 0-2 axle layout) and front
wheel drive (2x4 wheel drive, 1-0 axle layout).
For this purpose, the method of dynamic simulation is used. Analysis of influence of certain
parameters on fore-and-aft vibrations of the driver’s seat was made by application of the
sensitivity functions. Conducted research show that there is no unambiguous impact of the
power train layout and its parameters on the fore-and-aft vibrations of the driver.

1. INTRODUCTION
Development of modern trucks aims to improve performance in the
areas of traction, economy, safety and ergonomic characteristics.
Special attention is given to passenger comfort, which can be
confirmed by simple comparison between appearance and quality of
the truck’s cabin equipment today and only a few years ago.
Vibrational comfort is certainly one of the dominant aspects of comfort
due to its clear influence on perception and health of motor vehicle
users.1-4Behaviour of human body under vibrational loads depends on
race, sex, gender, type and placement of vibration excitations, their
direction, intensity, frequency, etc.5Since this problem is detailed in the
literature, it will not be elaborated here.
Inside the vehicle, the humans are subjected to complex vibrations,
noise, microclimate and similar inputs. This paper will take into
consideration only longitudinal (fore-and-aft) vibrations of the truck’s
driver caused by torsional vibrations of the power train.
Power train torsional vibrations depend on the inertial parameters and
of the power train’s stiffness and damping characteristics. When the
power train layout is changed, these influential parameters change their
values and this leads to changes in amplitudes and periods of system
vibrations. Problems in analysis of these phenomena are further
complicated if several power train layouts are possible for the vehicle,
affecting the changes of vehicle fore-and-aft vibrations. In commercial
vehicles with elastically supported cabins, vibrations of the cabin
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should be taken into account during sudden changes in vehicle foreand-aft acceleration.
A specific group of fore-and-aft vibrations is composed of those that
are actuated by a sudden change of the engine torque in the event of
sudden deceleration or acceleration. These changes cause lowfrequency torsional vibrations in the power train, which result in foreand-aft vibrations of the whole vehicle. In the case of the trucks,
angular movement (pitch) of the truck’s cabin can reinforce these
vibrations.
Analyses have shown that the level of torsional vibrations of the power
train is the highest during variable (transient) operating regimes of the
vehicle engine. Vehicle operating regimes with sudden release of the
accelerator pedal (“back-out” or “tip-out”) and with sudden full
engagement of this command (“tip-in”) are of particular interest for the
analysis of fore-and-aft vibrations.6,7 There are two periods clearly
distinguished during fore-and-aft vibrations7: the first is the period of
the sudden change in acceleration (whether during “tip-out” or “tipin”) and the second is the period of accelerated or decelerated motion
of the vehicle with vibrations called “shuffle”.8,9 Considering the
previous findings, research in this paper was conducted for engine
operating regime with sudden acceleration of the vehicle.
Due to the smaller length, the stiffness of the gear shafts is
considerably smaller than the stiffness of the propeller shafts7, so
deformations in gear shafts were neglected. Besides, references8-14
show that system damping can also be neglected. In view of the
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complexity of the problem, influence of stiffness and damping of the
gears on torsional vibrations of the system was neglected because its
analysis demands extensive experimental research that may be
considered in the future.
Analysis of the impact of the power train layout parameters of the
commercial vehicle on fore-and-aft vibrations was conducted for the
known types of drives:

four wheel drive (4x4 wheel drive, 1-2 axle layout),

rear wheel drive (4x2 wheel drive, 0-2 axle layout) and

front wheel drive (2x4 wheel drive, 1-0 axle layout).
For this purpose, the method of dynamic simulation was used and
analysis of influence of certain design parameters on fore-and-aft
vibrations of the driver seat was performed using the so-called
sensitivity functions.

2. VEHICLE MODEL
When modelling the vehicle and the power train, the models with
different structures are used.15-26In practice, a very often-used principle
is to make their complexity such that it covers only analysed
quantities. This is justified by the fact that the more complex models
require the use of the larger number of geometric and inertial
parameters, which are often unknown. Their approximate selection
leads to mayor errors in dynamic simulations, so it is justified to use
the simpler models. In this regard, a planar model was used in this
paper, shown in Figures 1 and 2. The following generalized
coordinates were used:

q [1]-angle of rotation of the engine flywheel,

q[2]- angle of rotation of the gearbox output shaft,

q[3]- angle of rotation of the timing gear input shaft,

q[4]- angle of rotation of the rear axle differential,

q[5]- angle of rotation of the rear wheel rim,

q[6]- angle of rotation of the rear tyre tread,

q[7]- angle of rotation of the front axle differential,

q[8]- angle of rotation of the front wheel rim,

q[9]- angle of rotation of the front tyre tread,

q[10]-vertical movement of the rear axle,

q[11]- vertical movement of the front axle,

q[12]- horizontal movement of the rear axle,

q[13]- horizontal movement of the front axle,

q[14]- vertical movement of the suspended mass centre of
gravity along z-axis,

q[15]- horizontal movement of the suspended mass centre of
gravity along x-axis,

q[16]- angle of rotation of the suspended mass centre of
gravity around y-axis (pitch),

q[17]- vertical movement of the cabin centre of gravity along
z-axis,

q[18]- horizontal movement of the cabin centre of gravity
along x-axis,

q[19]- angle of rotation of the cabin centre of gravity around
y-axis (pitch),

q[20]- vertical movement of the driver-seat system centre of
gravity along z-axis,

q[21]- horizontal movement of the driver-seat system centre
of gravity along x-axis.
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Figure 1. Dynamic model of the truck’s power train.

Figure 2.Planar model of the truck.
The elasticity of the shafts and the gears of the power train were
neglected when modelling the power train. This was done because the
lengths of the shafts in toothed gears are much smaller (and therefore
their deformations are smaller) than the lengths of the propellers shafts,
the axle shafts, etc.
For further research, generalized velocities were determined by
differentiation of the observed generalized coordinates:
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q  22  q 1 , q  23  q  2 , q  24  q 3 , q 25  q 4 , q 26  q 5, q 27   q 6, Considering the previous equations, deformations of the elastic

elements of power train can be calculated taking into account

q  28  q 7 , q  29  q 8 , q 30  q 9 , q 31  q 10 , q 32  q 11 , q 33  q 12 , clearances (  ) in the final drive and differential as dominant7,27
q 34  q 13 , q 35  q 14 , q 36  q 15 , q 37  q 16 , q 38  q 17 , q 39  q 18,

U 3  qr  i fdr  q  4 ,

q  40  q 19 , q  41  q  20 , q  42  q  21.

U 4  q  4  ihr  q 5 

(1)


2

U 5  q  5  q  6  ,

Deformations of the elastic elements of the power train can be written
as follows7,11,26

,
(8)

U 6  q f  i fdf  q  7  ,

U1  q 1  ig 2  q  2 (2)

U 7  q  7   ihr  q 8 

U 2  q  2  q 3 (3)

U 8  q  8  q  9  ,


2

,

where:


U1

is torsional deformation of the clutch,



U2

is torsional deformation of the front propeller shaft and



ig 2 is gearbox ratio (2ndgear).

where:


ihr

is the wheel hub reduction gear ratio,



U3

torsional deformation of the rear propeller shaft,



U4

is torsional deformation of the rear axle shaft,

Considering the kinematics of the inter-axle differential that is built-in
in the drive distributor, the following relation between the angles of



U5

is tangential deformation of the rear tyres,

rotation of the power outputs for front ( q f ) and rear ( qr )axles can



U6

is torsional deformation of the front propeller shaft

be established:



U7

is torsional deformation of the front axle shaft,



U 8 is tangential deformation of the front tyres.

3  q 3  2  qr  q f

(4)

The following relation can be established from the given torque
distribution between the front and the rear axle (1:2ratio):

Deformations of the observed elastic elements of the vehicle can be
defined as follows

D1  q 11  z0 r ,

c psr   qr  i fdr  q  4  2  c psf   q f  i fdf  q 7 (5)

D2  q 12  z 0 f ,

where:


c psf

is torsional stiffness of the front propeller shaft,

D3  q 15  q 12 ,



c psr

is torsional stiffness of the rear propeller shaft,

D4  q 15  q 13 ,



i fdr , i fdf are

i fdr  i fdf

D5  q 14  lr  q 16  q 10 ,

rear / front final drive ratios, respectively (

D 6  q 14  l f  q 16  q 11 ,

).

D 7  q 17    lcab  lc1   q 19  q 14  lc1  q 16 ,

From equations (4) and (5), the system of equations (6) can be formed

D8  q 17    lc 2  lcab   q 19  q 14  lc 2  q 16 ,

c psr  qr  2  c psf  q f  i fd   c psr  q  4  2  c psf  q  7 ,

D9  q 18  q 15 ,

2  qr  q f  3  q 3.

D10  q  20  q 17  ,

(6)
The angles of rotation of the power outputs for front,

qf

(9)

qr , axles are obtained by solving the system of equations (6)
qr 
qf 

D11  q  21  q 18 ,

, and rear,

i fd   c psr  q  4  2  c psf  q  7   6  c psf  q 3
c psr  4  c psf

where:


,

lr

is the distance between the centre of gravity and the rear

drive axle,

3  c psr  q 3  2  i fd   c psr  q  4  2  c psf  q  7 
c psr  4  c psf



.

lf

is the distance between the centre of gravity and the front

drive axle,

(7)
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lc1

is the distance between the centre of gravity and the rear

cabin support,


lc 2

is the distance between the centre of gravity and the

The defined deformations and deformation velocities of the elastic
elements are necessary for setting the system of differential equations.
Torques and forces in the elastic elements were determined by using
the following relations7,11,26,27

front cabin support,


lcab

a)

is the distance between the centres of gravity of the

cabin and the suspended mass,

friction clutch torque

M 1  ccl U1 (12)
where ccl is the clutch stiffness,



D1

is the radial deformation of the rear tyres,



D2

is the radial deformation of the front tyres,



D3

M 2  c ps U 2 (13)

is the deformation of the rear longitudinal guides,



D4

where c ps is the propeller shaft stiffness,

is the deformation of the front longitudinal guides,



D5

is the deformation of the rear springs,

M 3  c psr U3 (14)



D6

is the deformation of the front springs,

where c psr is the rear propeller shaft stiffness,



D7

is the deformation of the rear cabin’s supports,



D8

is the deformation of the front cabin’s supports,

M 4  casr U 4 (15)



D9

is the deformation of the cabin’s longitudinal supports,

where casr is the total stiffness of the rear axle shafts,



D10

is the deformation of the seat’s vertical support,

M 6  ctr U 5 (16)



D11

is the deformation of the seat’s horizontal support,

where ctr is the total torsional stiffness of the rear tyres,



z0 f , z0r are road

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

micro-roughness excitations at the front

propeller shaft torque

rear final drive propeller shaft torque

rear axle shafts torque

torque due to elastic deformation of the rear tyres

the front final drive propeller shaft torque,

and at the rear wheels, respectively.

M8  c psf U6 (17)

By differentiating the expressions for deformations of the elastic

where c psf is the stiffness of the front propeller shaft,

elements that also have some damping features ( U 4 , U 5 , U 7 and

U 8 ),

and by taking into account the fact that the clearances were

constant and could be neglected, the corresponding deformation
velocities can be obtained

W1  q  25  ihr  q  26 ,

(10)

W3  q  28  ihr  q  29 ,
W4  q  29  q 30 .

In the same manner, by differentiating the expressions for

D3 to D11 ,

corresponding

deformation velocities, Vi , of the suspension elements may be written

V1  q 36  q 33 ,

V2  q 36  q 34 ,

where casf is the total stiffness of the front axle shafts,
h)

torque due to elastic deformation of the front tyres,

where ctf is the total torsional stiffness of the front tyres,
i)

vertical force at the rear tyres,

F1  ct11  D1  ct12  D12  ct13  D13 (20)
where ct11 , ct12 , ct13 are the coefficients of rear tyre radial stiffness,
j)

vertical force at the front tyres,

F2  ct 21  D2  ct 22  D22  ct 23  D23 (21)
where ct 21 , ct 22 , ct 23 are the coefficients
k)

force in the rear longitudinal arms,

F3  clar  D3 (22)

V4  q 35  l f  q 37   q 32 ,

where clar is the total stiffness of the rear arms,
(11)

V6  q 38   lc 2  lcab   q  40  q 35  lc 2  q 37  ,
V7  q  39  q 36 ,
V8  q  41  q 38 ,
V9  q  42  q 39 .

of front tyre radial

stiffness,

V3  q 35  lr  q 37   q 31 ,
V5  q 38   lcab  lc1   q  40  q 35  lc1  q 37  ,
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torque in the front final drive axle shafts,

M11  ctf U8 (19)

W2  q  26  q  27  ,

deformations of the elastic elements

g)

M 9  casf U7 (18)

l)

F5  claf

force in the front longitudinal arms,

 D4 (23)

where claf is the total stiffness of the front arms,
m)

force in the rear springs,

F7  c11  D5  c12  D53 (24)
where c11 , c12 are the coefficients of the rear springs stiffness,
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n)

F8  k11 V3  k12 V32  sgn V3 

force in the front springs,

F9  c21  D6  c22  D
where c21 , c22 are the coefficients of the front springs stiffness,
3
6 (25)

o)

where k11,

F11  cc11  D7  cc12  D
where cc11 , cc12 are the coefficients of stiffness of the rear supports of
the cabin,

damping force in the front dampers of the vehicle,

F10  k21 V4  k22 V42  sgn V4 
where k21,

k22

i)

F13  cc 21  D8  cc 22  D
where cc 21 , cc 22 are the coefficients of stiffness of the front supports
force in the longitudinal support of the cabin,

F15  ccls1  D9  ccls 2  D93 (28)
where ccls1 , ccls 2 are the coefficients of stiffness of cabin supports in

(38)

are the damping coefficients of the front dampers,
damping force in the rear supports of the cabin,

F12  kcs1 V5

force in the front supports of the cabin,
3
8 (27)

of the cabin,
q)

are the damping coefficients of the rear dampers,

h)

force in the rear supports of the cabin,
3
7 (26)

p)

k12

(37)

(39)

where kcs1 is the damping coefficient of the rear supports of the cabin,
j)

damping force in the front supports of the cabin,

F14  kcs 2 V6 (40)
where k cs 2 is the damping coefficient of the front supports of the
cabin,
k)
cabin,

damping force in the longitudinal supports of the

longitudinal direction,
r)
force in the vertical support of the seat,

F16  kcls V7 (41)

F17  csvs1  D10  csvs 2  D (29)
where csvs1 , csvs 2 are the coefficients of stiffness of vertical support

where k cls is the damping coefficient of the longitudinal supports of

of the seat,
s)

F18  ksvs V8 (42)

3
10

force in the horizontal support of the seat,

F19  cshs1  D11  csks 2  D113 (30)
where cshs1 , cshs 2 are the coefficients

the cabin,
l)

damping force in the vertical support of the seat,

where k svs is the damping coefficient of the vertical support of the
of stiffness of the horizontal

seat,
m)

damping force in the horizontal support of the seat,

support of the seat,

F20  k shs V9

The damping forces were calculated in the similar manner:

where k shs is the damping coefficient of the horizontal support of the

a)

damping torqueof the rear final drive axle shafts,

M 5  kasr W1 (31)
where k asr is the damping coefficient of the rear axle shafts,
b)

damping torque of the rear tyres,

M 7  ktr W2 (32)
where k tr is the damping coefficient of the rear tyres,
c)
g torqueof the front final drive axle shafts,

dampin

M10  kasf W3 (33)
where k asf is the damping coefficient of the front axle shafts,
d)

damping torque ofthe front tyres,

M12  ktf W4 (34)
where ktf is the damping coefficient of the front tyres,
e)

damping force in the rear arms,

F4  kar V1

(35)

where kar is the damping coefficient of the rear arms,
f)

damping force in the front arms,

F6  kaf V2

(36)

where kaf is the damping coefficient of the front arms,
g)

(43)

seat.
Characteristics of the clutch were adopted according to the
recommendations from the producer.28There are some clearances in the
power train, which are relatively small. Thus, in this paper, they are
adopted as in27, and will not be further discussed.
Damping in the gearbox, the drive distributor, the final drives and the
hub reduction gears is proportional to the angular speed of the shafts.
Considering that the analysis of the fore-and-aft vibration was done for
small vehicle speeds, damping was neglected in the formulation of the
equations of motion. Its potential impact was included through the
coefficients of efficiency. Mechanical efficiency of the power train
depends on a number of factors:

number of pairs of the coupled gears,

type of the gears,

number and type of bearings and shafts,

number and type of gaskets,

lubricant viscosity,

quantity of lubricant and its level,

shafts speed,

circumferential speeds of the gears,

torque level transferred by the gears,

mechanical losses in the joints of the articulated gears, etc.
Differential equations describing small vibrations around the
equilibrium position were written using the D’Alambert principle,
based on previously defined forces and torques from equations (12) to
(43).
Equilibrium of flywheel torque produces the following equation

damping force in the rear dampers of the vehicle,

M e  I fw  q1  M1 (44)

where:
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M e is the engine excitation and

 M 9  M10   ihr hr  I wf q8  M11  M12 (51)



I fw is the inertial moment of the flywheel and case box of

where I wf is the moment of inertia of the front wheel hubs with wheel

the clutch, together with the crankshaft.

hub reduction gears and rims

Gearbox torques equilibrium can be written in the following manner

M 11  M 12  I ttf  q9   Ff  F2   rd  2 (52)

where:

where:


I ttf is the moment of inertia of the front tyres tread,



Ff

is the static reaction of the road at the front wheels,



2

is the front wheel adhesion coefficient,

M1  ig 2 g  I g  q 2  M 2 (45)



g



I g is the moment of inertia recalculated for the gearbox

is gearbox efficiency and

output shaft.

and, finally,

The same principle for gearbox damping was applied to drive
distributor, so the equilibrium equation is

M 2 dd  I dd  q3  M 3  M 8 (46)

where:


dd



I dd is moment of inertia of the drive distributor elements.

is drive distributor efficiency and

 Fr  F1   1   Ff  F2   2  F12  F13   mo  mr  m f   q10 (53)

where:


mo

is mass of the suspended elements without cabin,



mr

is the rear final drive mass,



m f is the front final drive mass.
Equilibrium of vertical forces for rear and front final drives
gives the following dependences

Taking into account the damping in the axleshafts14, the equilibrium
equation of the torques for the rear final drive gear is

F7  F8  mr  q10  F1 ,

M 3  i fdr  fdr  I fdr  q 4  M 4  M 5 (47)
i fdr is the rear final drive ratio,



 fdr



I fdr is the moment of inertia of the rear final drive gear and

Equilibrium of horizontal forces for the rear and front final drives,
respectively, is expressed as follows

is the rear final drive efficiency and

F3  F4   Fr  F1   1  mr  q12 ,

F5  F5   Ff  F2   2  m f  q13 ,

the differential.
Equilibrium of torques at the rear wheel, considering the tyre damping,
can be written as

 M 4  M 5   ihr hr  I wr  q5  M 6  M 7

where:


 hr

(48)

Circumferential force at the wheel depends on the vertical reaction of
the road and on the adhesion coefficient in function of the sliding
coefficient7,27

M 6  M 7  I ttr  q6   Fr  F1   rd  1

(49)



I ttr is the moment of inertia of the rear tyres tread,
Fr is the static reaction of the road at the rear wheel,
rd is the dynamic radius of the wheel,



1 is the rear wheel coefficient of adhesion.



(55)

Equilibrium equations for suspended masses (without the cabin) can be
written for vertical and horizontal directions, respectively, as follows

F11  F12  F13  F14  mo  q14  F7  F8  F9  F10 ,
F15  F16  mo  q15  F3  F4  F5  F6 .

(56)

is the wheel hub reduction gear efficiency and

I wr is the moment of inertia of the rear wheel hubs (with

wheel hub reduction gears and rims).

where:


(54)

F9  F10  m f  q11  F2 ,

where:


Taking into account the moments from propulsion forces16,the
equilibrium equations for moments for the suspended mass can be
written as follows

 F7  F8   lr   Fr  F1   1   Ff  F2   2   rd   F11  F12   lc1   F13  F14   lc2 
 Io  q16   F9  F10   l f   F3  F4    hcog  rd    F5  F6    hcog  rd  ,

(57)

where:


hcog



I o is the moment of inertia of the suspended mass without

is height of the suspended mass centre of gravity,

the cabin.
Equilibrium of forces acting on the cabin in horizontal and vertical
direction, respectively, gives the following equations

The same principle as for the rear drive was applied in formation of the
differential equations of motion for the front drive wheels and
corresponding part of the power train. The equations are as follows

M 8  i fdf  fdf  I fdf q7  M 9  M10 (50)

where I fdf is the moment of inertia of the front final drive and the

mc  q17   F11  F12  F13  F14  F17  F18 ,
mc  q18  F15  F16  F19  F20 ,

(58)

where mc is the cabin mass.

differential,
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Differential equation of equilibrium of moments at the vehicle’s cabin

 F11  F12   lcab  lc1    F19  F20   hd 
is
  F17  F18   ld   F13  F14    lc 2  lcab    F15  F16   hcab  I cab  q19 ,

(59)

q11 


q12 

Finally, equilibrium of forces acting on the driver with the seat gives
the following equations



where md is the mass of the driver with the suspended mass

Based on previous expressions, the following can be written for:

angular acceleration of the engine flywheel,



q3 


q 4 


mf


vertical acceleration of the suspended mass centre of gravity
in the z-axis direction,

q15 

angular acceleration of the gearbox output shaft,

M1  ig 2  g

q16 

angular acceleration of the drive distributor input shaft,

M 2 ddf  M 3  M 8

(63)

I dd



angular acceleration of the rear final drive differential,

M 3  i fd  fdf  M 4  M 5
I dr

F7  F8  F9  F10  F11  F12  F13  F14
mo

(74)

F15  F16  F3  F4  F5  F6
mo

(75)


angular acceleration of the suspended mass centre of gravity
around y-axis (pitch),

(62)

Ig

(73)


horizontal acceleration of the suspended mass centre of
gravity in the x-axis direction,

M  M1
q1  e
(61)
I fw

q 2 

F5  F6   Ff  F2   2

q14  

of the seat.



F3  F4   Fr  F1   1
(72)
mr

horizontal acceleration of the front final drive,

q13 

(60)

md  q 21  F19  F20  0 ,

(71)

horizontal acceleration of the rear final drive,

where I cab is moment of inertia of the cabin.

md  q 20  F17  F18  0 ,

F9  F10  F2
mf

 F7  F8   lr   Fr  F1   1   Ff  F2   2   rd   F3  F4  F5  F6    hcog  rd 
Io

 F8  F9   lc1   F10  F11   lc2   F9  F10   l f   F11  F12   lc1   F13  F14   lc2
Io


(76)

,


vertical acceleration of the cabin centre of gravity in the zaxis direction,

(64)

q17 

angular acceleration of the rear wheel rim,

F17  F18  F11  F12  F13  F14
mc

(77)

q5 

 M 4  M 5   ihr hr  M 6  M 7 (65)


horizontal acceleration of the cabin centre of gravity in the xaxis direction,



angular acceleration of the rear tyre thread,

q18 

I wr

q6 

M 6  M 7   Fr  F1   rd  1
(66)
Ittr



angular acceleration of the front final drive differential case,

q 7 


M 8  i fd  fdf  M 9  M10
I df

(67)

angular acceleration of the front wheel rim,

q8 

 M 9  M10   ihr hr  M11  M12 (68)



angular acceleration of the front tyre thread,

q9 


I wf

M 11  M 12   Ff  F2   rd  2
I ttf

q10 


F7  F8  F1
mr

(70)

vertical acceleration of the front final drive,
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(78)


angular acceleration of the cabin centre of gravity (pitching)
around y-axis,

q19 
,


 F11  F12   lcab  lc1    F19  F20   hd   F17  F18   ld   F13  F14   lc2  lcab    F15  F16   hcab
Icab
(79)
vertical acceleration of the driver in the z-axis direction,

q 20  


F17  F18
md

(80)

horizontal acceleration of the driver in the x-axis direction,

q 21  

(69)

vertical acceleration of the rear final drive,

F19  F20  F15  F16
mc

F19  F20
(81)
md

The "sudden start" driving mode is of a particular interest for the
analysis. This driving mode is obtained with the instant release of the
clutch pedal, when the input excitation from the engine is limited by
the clutch transfer torque and not by the driver’s commands. Namely,
when vehicle starts to move, the engine torque depends on the way in
which the driver commands the engagement of the friction clutch and
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on the position of the accelerator pedal, which is difficult to define
mathematically in a proper manner. For this reason, the most
convenient is to define the engine excitation using the clutch transfer
torque, when maximum fore-and-aft accelerations of the vehicle are
registered anyway. Change of the engine torque in the "sudden start"
driving mode can be idealized with the step function shown in Figure
3.

Figure 3. Idealized diagram of the engine torque in "sudden start"
driving mode.

Figure 4.Road micro-roughness excitations: B–at the front wheel, C–
at the rear wheel.
Figure 5 shows the propeller shaft torque change at the output of the
gearbox. The results obtained by the computation reflect the variation
of the torque well, with minor deviations in the initial phase of the
friction clutch sliding, which can be explained by variation of the
dynamic coefficient of the friction clutch torque transfer.

Considering that the adhesion force limits the tangential force at the
tyre18, this influence is taken into account in dynamic simulations.
Analysis of differential equations given by expressions (44) to (81)
that describe the movement of the vehicle shows that they are nonlinear, with constant parameters and with random excitations.
Therefore, they were solved numerically, using Kutta-Merson method,
with the initial time step of 0.01 s, at 4096 points. This allowed
analysis of vehicle movement during 40.96 s, which is sufficient when
the used excitation functions are considered.29 On the other hand, it
provided the analysis of motion in frequency range between 0.024 Hz
and 50 Hz, which is acceptable when considering the vibration comfort
of the vehicle.21 In doing so, the "bias error" of 0.001, error in
calculating the auto-spectra of 0.1 and error in calculating the crossspectra of 0.18were obtained, which is acceptable for the observed
technical system.29
Verification of the adopted vibration model was carried out using the
experimental data from27. In this paper, only the results related to the
propeller shaft torque in the “sudden start” driving mode were
presented.
Random functions of the road micro-roughness were used as
excitations when solving the differential equations. For illustration, the
used functions of the road micro-roughness are shown in Figure 4.
Figure 5. The propeller (cardan) shaft torque (“sudden start” driving
mode).
Comparison between the simulation results and the experimental data
was conducted in27for several types of engine excitations, for the
propeller shaft and the driver’s seat. All results confirm that the
adopted model is acceptable for further research.
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3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Dynamic simulation was conducted for the vehicle from the production
program of the FAP factory.28Theunladen vehicle was

observed, because past research has shown that it was the harder case
from the aspect of vibrational comfort. Inertial and design parameters
from Table 1 were used.28

Table1.Inertial and design parameters of the unladen FAP truck(1-2 axle layout, 4x4 wheel drive).
Parameter
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Value

Parameter

Value

mv , kg

8895

Ff , N

44087

mo , kg

5850

ig1 , 

9.00

mr , kg

1300

ig 2 , 

5.18

m f , kg

1050

ig 3 , 

3.14

mcab , kg

600

ig 4 , 

2.08

md , kg

95

ig 5 , 

1.44

lo , m

3.8

ig 6 , 

1.00

lr , m

1.76

i fd , 

1.333

lf , m

1.29

ihr , 

3.947

lcab , m

2.64

lc1 , m

1.94

lc 2 , m

2.41

ld , m

0.28

hcog , m

1.10

hcab , m

0.85

hd , m

0.20

I fw , kg  m2

3.73

I g 2 , kg  m2

0.64

I dd , kg  m2

0.51

Nm
rad
Nm
ccl 2 ,
rad
Nm
c ps ,
rad
Nm
c psr ,
rad
Nm
c psf ,
rad
Nm
casr ,
rad
Nm
casf ,
rad
Nm
ctr ,
rad
Nm
ctf ,
rad
Nm
ctf ,
rad
ccl1 ,

143

14300

693000

905000

207000

40200

48100

516000

256000

516000
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Parameter

N
ct 23 ,
m
N
c11 ,
m
N
c12 ,
m
N
c21 ,
m
N
c22 ,
m
N s
k11 ,
m
N s
k12 ,
m
N s
k21 ,
m
N s
k22 ,
m
N
clar ,
m
N
claf ,
m
N s
kar ,
m
N s
kaf ,
m
N
cc11 ,
m
N
cc12 ,
m
N
cc 21 ,
m
N
cc 22 ,
m
N s
kcs1 ,
m
N s
kcs 2 ,
m

Value
4400000

991000

1100000

605000

630000

48100

15300

25500

6600

3550000

2100000

14500

4200

31500

35200

31500

35200

920

920
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Parameter

Value

Parameter

I dr , kg  m2

0.13

kasr ,

I df , kg  m2

0.13

I wr , kg  m2

18.54

I wf , kg  m2

13.1

Ittr , kg  m2

35.8

Ittf , kg  m2

17.9

I o , kg  m2

21300

I cab , kg  m2

249

Fr , N

43130

N  m s
rad
N  m s
k asf ,
rad

N  m s
rad
N  m s
ktf ,
rad
N
ct11 ,
m
N
ct12 ,
m
N
ct13 ,
m
N
ct 21 ,
m
N
ct 22 ,
m
ktr ,

Note that, for 2x4 wheel drive (1-0 axle layout), parameter
has value

c psr

has value

Value

Parameter

104

ccls1 ,

N
m

208000

104

ccls 2 ,

N
m

250000

N s
m
N
csvs1 ,
m
N
csvs 2 ,
m
N
cshs1 ,
m
N
cshs 2 ,
m
N s
k svs ,
m
N s
k shs ,
m
kcls ,

1900

950

6400000

7200000

8800000

3200000

3600000

Value

14700

22000

35000

54000

71000

445

1690

c psr  0 , while for 4x2 wheel drive (0-2 axle layout), parameter c psf

c psf  0 . Other parameters are the same as for 4x4 wheel drive (1-2 axle layout).

4. DATA ANALYSIS
The values of longitudinal (fore-and-aft) acceleration of the driver
were calculated by dynamic simulation, in function of the engine
excitation and the road roughness on the front and the rear axis, for the
three types of truck’s drives:

four wheel drive (4x4 drive, 1-2 axle layout),

rear wheel drive (4x2 drive, 0-2 axle layout) and

front wheel drive (2x4 drive, 1-0 axle layout).
For illustration, a time series of fore-and-aft acceleration of the driver
for 4x4 drive is shown in Figure 6.
Analysis of the data from Figure 6 shows that the fore-and-aft
acceleration of the driver for the adopted engine excitation and road
micro-roughness has dominantly impact character with pronounced
influence of the engine excitation.
In order to analyse if there is influence of the power train layout on the
fore-and-aft acceleration of the driver, RMS fore-and-aft accelerations
were calculated for all analysed power train types and shown in Table
2.

Figure 6. Fore-and-aft acceleration of the driver for 4x4 drive.
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Table 2.RMS fore-and-aft acceleration of the driver.
Power train type
RMS fore-and-aft
acceleration,

m
s2

4x4

4x2

2x4

0.4924479

0.0010374

0.0010654

Analysis of data from Table 2 shows that power train layout type has
influence on fore-and-aft acceleration of the driver: the largest RMS
value is for 4x4 wheel drive, while the smallest RMS value is for 4x2
wheel drive. Considering this conclusion, a detailed analysis of the
influence of the applied excitations (engine, road micro-roughness) on
fore-and-aft acceleration of the driver was conducted. The system was
presented by the block-diagram in Figure 7, from which it can be seen
that the system belongs to the group of “multiple input / single output”
systems.29

L12 

X2
,
X1

L13 

X3
,
X1

L23 

X 32!
.
X 21!

(83)

Partial coherence functions are defined as29



2
xq  i 1!

2



S xq2 i 1!
S xxi 1!  Sqqi 1!

where S xq  i 1! ,

,

S xxi 1! , S qqi 1!

(84)

are cross-spectrum and auto-

spectra, respectively.
Applying the specially developed computer program written in Pascal,
the partial coherence functions were calculated and presented in
Figures 9 to 11 for different types of drives.
Figure 7.Block diagram of the system with three inputs (
excitation,

X2

- front wheels excitation and

X3

X1

- engine

- rear wheels

excitation) and a single output ( Y - fore-and-aft acceleration of the
driver).
Since the input excitations from the road roughness are coupled (there
is a mutual relation between vehicle excitations), the problem of
decoupling can be presented in Figure 8, where variables are complex
values of frequency response functions between corresponding input
variables.

Figure 8. The scheme of decoupling of input values.
Equations for decoupled (mutually isolated) input excitations can be
written in the following form29
Figure 9. Partial coherence functions (4x4 wheel drive): B - engine
excitation, C - excitation from the front wheels without the influence
of engine excitation and D - excitation from the rear wheels without
the influence of engine excitation and the excitation from the front
wheels.

X1  X1 ,
X 21!  X 2  L12  X 1 ,

(82)

X 32!  X 3  L13  X 1  L23  X 21! .
Linear frequency response functions between input excitations can be
presented as follows29
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coherence functions. The largest impact of the engine excitation is
found in vehicles with 4x4 wheel drive, while the road roughness
excitations have somewhat larger influence on the other types of
drives. Considering that the observed partial coherence functions are
random, their effective values were calculated and presented in Table
3.
Table 3. Effective values of partial coherence functions
Type of
excitation
B
C
D

Figure 10. Partial coherence functions (4x2 wheel drive): B - engine
excitation, C - excitation from the front wheels without the influence
of engine excitation and D - excitation from the rear wheels without
the influence of engine excitation and the excitation from the front
wheels.

Type of wheel drive
4x4
4x2
0.468903
0.277453
0.230670
0.149194
0.195131
0.165222

2x4
0.267805
0.239565
0.258973

Analysis of data from Table 3 shows that, in the case of 4x4wheeldrive, the engine excitation has the largest influence on fore-andaft acceleration of the driver, while the road micro-roughness
excitation at the rear wheels has the smallest influence. For 4x2 and
2x4 wheel drives, the engine excitation has the largest influence on the
fore-and-aft acceleration of the driver, while the road micro-roughness
excitation at the front wheels has the smallest influence.
Influence of the observed design parameters of the power train layout
on the fore-and-aft acceleration of the driver was also analysed. For
this purpose, sensitivity functions (SF) were defined as absolute values
of the partial derivatives of some characteristic value that defines
behaviour of the vehicle for given parameter (in given area of the other
parameters, X ).30 In this case, the characteristic value was fore-andaft acceleration of the driver and desired parameters of stiffness and
damping for the observed drive types are

SF 

  .
.
x . X

(85)

All sensitivity functions were calculated using the developed computer
program written in Pascal. The results are partially presented in
Figures 12 to 14.

Figure 11. Partial coherence functions (2x4 wheel drive): B - engine
excitation, C - excitation from the front wheels without the influence
of engine excitation and D - excitation from the rear wheels without
the influence of engine excitation and the excitation from the front
wheels.
Analysis of data presented in Figures 9 to 11 shows that there is
influence of the power train layout type on the analysed partial
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Figure 14. Sensitivity function of the fore-and-aft acceleration of the
Figure 13. Sensitivity function of the fore-and-aft acceleration of the
driver to parameter

casf

driver to parameter

(4x2 wheel drive).

c psf

(4x4 wheel drive).

Analysis of all data for calculated sensitivity functions, partially
presented in figures 12 to 14, has established that the observed
parameters of the power train layout have influence on the fore-andafter driver vibrations. Since this influence is different, maximal values
of all sensitivity functions were calculated and shown in Table 4.

Table 4.Maximal values of sensitivity functions.
Sensitivity
function

rad
f c psf ,
N  s2
rad
f c psr ,
N  s2
rad
f c ps ,
N  s2
rad
f casf ,
N  s2
rad
f casr ,
N  s2
rad
f kasf ,
N  s3
rad
f kasr ,
N  s3
rad
f ccl 1 ,
N  s2
49 | Page

Type of wheel drive
4x4

4x2

2x4

1.076866359799047E-007

-

6.465287794969210E-009

1.413390958986046E-008

8.350887157679457E-010

-

1.085729840354445E-008

1.269922967837160E-009

8.398566039916991E-010

1.691159566738548E-007

1.663179748039662E-008

1.693226298610769E-008

9.824340619931648E-005

1.929275018578579E-008

2.027876063289078E-008

1.691159566738548E-007

9.662055717274209E-006

9.038855031402169E-006

1.262940304449953E-004

9.466357880540192E-006

8.215487362656193E-006

2.741269604946355E-004

6.127600334319163E-006

6.869037427592910E-006
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Sensitivity
function

f ccl 2 ,
f ctf ,

f ctr ,
f ktf ,

f ktr ,

rad
N  s2
rad
N  s2
rad
N  s2
rad
N  s3
rad
N  s3

Type of wheel drive
4x4

4x2

2x4

9.818930618340896E-007

6.127600334319162E-008

6.869037427592909E-008

3.098161745062204E-008

3.277142042352039E-009

3.933970754479140E-009

2.870239186218230E-008

1.398320103597148E-009

3.144089260678217E-009

7.408123696341310E-006

8.601534540519434E-007

7.262764564195107E-007

4.613119976645383E-006

3.963230104910739E-007

4.358357223765782E-007

Analysis of data from Table 4 shows that, in case of 4x4 wheel drive,
the largest influence has parameter

c ps .

parameter
parameter

k asr

ccs1

and the smallest influence has

For 4x2 wheel drive, the largest influence has
and the smallest influence has parameter

c psr . In the

case of 2x4 wheel drive, the largest influence has parameter

kasf

and

the smallest influence has parameter c ps .

5. CONCLUSIONS
Based on presented research, it can be concluded that the used vehicle
model enables the analysis of the influence of the power train layout
type on fore-and-aft vibrations of the driver’s seat.
Conducted dynamic simulations and analysed sensitivity functions
have enabled the detailed analysis of the influence of each design
parameter.
Analysis shows that the power train layout type and its elasto-damping
parameters have influence on the fore-and-aft acceleration of the
driver. Thus, it is necessary to apply the presented procedure in the
initial phase of motor vehicle design for the analysis of the influence of
design parameters of the power train layout type.
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